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Thursday, Jan. 10 
 

12:15-1:15 Check-in 
 

1:15-1:30 Welcome 
 

1:30-2:15 Defending Forcible Felony Cases 
Phil Dixon, Defender Educator 
UNC School of Government, Chapel Hill, NC 

 
2:15-3:00 Defending Eyewitness Identification Cases 

Laura Gibson, Assistant Public Defender  
Beaufort County Office of the Public Defender 

 
3:00-3:15 Break 

 
3:15-4:00 Self-Defense Update 

John Rubin, Professor of Public Law and Government 
UNC School of Government, Chapel Hill, NC 

 
3:45-4:00 Break (15 mins.) 

 
4:00-5:00 Preventing Low Level Felonies from Becoming 
 High Level Habitual Felonies 
 P. Sunny Panyanouvong-Rubeck, Assistant Public Defender 
 Mecklenburg County Office of the Public Defender 
 
5:00 Adjourn 



*IDS employees may not claim reimbursement for lunch 

 

 

 
 
Friday, Jan. 11 

 

8:45-9:45 The Law of Sentencing Serious Felonies 
Jamie Markham, Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy 
UNC School of Government, Chapel Hill, NC 

 
9:45-10:00 Break 

 
10:00-10:45 Mitigation Investigation 

Josie Van Dyke, Mitigation Specialist 
Sentencing Solutions, Inc. 

 
10:45-12:00 Brainstorming Sentencing Strategy Workshop 

 
12:00-1:00 Lunch (provided in building)* 

 
1:00-2:00 Storytelling and Visual Aides at Sentencing 

Steven Lindsay, Attorney 
Sutton & Lindsay, PLLC 
Durham and Asheville, NC 

 
2:00-2:15 Break 

 
2:15-3:15 Preparing a Sentencing Presentation Workshop 

 
3:15-3:30 Break 

 
3:30-4:30 Preservation 

Glenn Gerding, Appellate Defender 
Office of the Appellate Defender, Durham, NC 
Kimmel McDiarmid, Official Court Reporter  
State of North Carolina 

 
4:30 Adjourn 

 
 
 
 

 

CLE HOURS: 9.25 general credit 



 
 

 

 

ONLINE RESOURCES FOR INDIGENT DEFENDERS 
 

ORGANIZATIONS 
 

NC Office of Indigent Defense Services 
http://www.ncids.org/ 

 

UNC School of Government 
http://www.sog.unc.edu/ 

 

Indigent Defense Education at the UNC School of Government 
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/indigent-defense-education 
 

 

TRAINING 
 

Calendar of Live Training Events 
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/indigent-defense-education/calendar-live-events 

 

Online Training 
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/indigent-defense-education/online-training-cles 

 

MANUALS 
 

Orientation Manual for Assistant Public Defenders 
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/indigent-defense-education/orientation-manual-assistant-
public-defenders-introduction 

 

Indigent Defense Manual Series (collection of reference manuals addressing law and practice in 
areas in which indigent defendants and respondents are entitled to representation of counsel   
at state expense) 
http://defendermanuals.sog.unc.edu/ 

 
UPDATES 

 
On the Civil Side Blog 
http://civil.sog.unc.edu/ 
 
NC Criminal Law Blog 
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/criminal-law-north-carolina/criminal-law-blog 

 

Criminal Law in North Carolina Listserv (to receive summaries of criminal cases as well as alerts 
regarding new NC criminal legislation) 
http://www.sog.unc.edu/crimlawlistserv 

 
    

http://www.ncids.org/
http://www.sog.unc.edu/
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/indigent-defense-education
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/indigent-defense-education/calendar-live-events
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/indigent-defense-education/online-training-cles
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/indigent-defense-education/orientation-manual-assistant-public-defenders-introduction
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/indigent-defense-education/orientation-manual-assistant-public-defenders-introduction
http://defendermanuals.sog.unc.edu/
http://civil.sog.unc.edu/
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/criminal-law-north-carolina/criminal-law-blog
http://www.sog.unc.edu/crimlawlistserv


 
 

 

 
TOOLS and RESOURCES 

 
Collateral Consequences Assessment Tool (centralizes collateral consequences imposed under 
NC law and helps defenders advise clients about the impact of a criminal conviction)  
http://ccat.sog.unc.edu/ 

 

Motions, Forms, and Briefs Bank 
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/indigent-defense-education/motions-forms-and-briefs 

 

Training and Reference Materials Index (includes manuscripts and materials from past trainings 
co-sponsored by IDS and SOG) 
http://www.ncids.org/Defender%20Training/Training%20Index.htm 

http://ccat.sog.unc.edu/
https://www.sog.unc.edu/resources/microsites/indigent-defense-education/motions-forms-and-briefs
http://www.ncids.org/Defender%20Training/Training%20Index.htm
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NC EYEWITNESS IDENTIFICATION REFORM ACT 

Article 14A.  

Eyewitness Identification Reform Act.  

§ 15A-284.50. Short title.  

This Article shall be called the "Eyewitness Identification Reform Act." (2007-421, s. 1.)  

 

§ 15A-284.51. Purpose.  

The purpose of this Article is to help solve crime, convict the guilty, and exonerate the innocent 

in criminal proceedings by improving procedures for eyewitness identification of suspects. (2007-421, s. 

1.) 

 

§ 15A-284.52. Eyewitness identification reform.  

(a)  Definitions. – The following definitions apply in this Article:  

(1)  Eyewitness. – A person, including a law enforcement officer, whose  

identification by sight of another person may be relevant in a criminal  

proceeding.  

(2)  Filler. – A person or a photograph of a person who is not suspected of an offense 

and is included in a lineup.  

(3)  Independent administrator. – A lineup administrator who is not participating in  

the investigation of the criminal offense and is unaware of which person in the  

lineup is the suspect.  



(4) Lineup. – A photo lineup or live lineup.  

(5) Lineup administrator. – The person who conducts a lineup.  

(6) Live lineup. – A procedure in which a group of people is displayed to an  

eyewitness for the purpose of determining if the eyewitness is able to identify the  

perpetrator of a crime.  

(7)  Photo lineup. – A procedure in which an array of photographs is displayed to an  

eyewitness for the purpose of determining if the eyewitness is able to identify the 

perpetrator of a crime.  

(8)  Show-up. – A procedure in which an eyewitness is presented with a single live  

suspect for the purpose of determining whether the eyewitness is able to identify 

the perpetrator of a crime.  

(b)  Eyewitness Identification Procedures. – Lineups conducted by State, county, and other 

local law enforcement officers shall meet all of the following requirements:  

(1)  A lineup shall be conducted by an independent administrator or by an alternative  

method as provided by subsection (c) of this section.  

(2)  Individuals or photos shall be presented to witnesses sequentially, with each 

individual or photo presented to the witness separately, in a previously 

determined order, and removed after it is viewed before the next individual or 

photo is presented.  

(3)  Before a lineup, the eyewitness shall be instructed that:  

a.  The perpetrator might or might not be presented in the lineup,  

b.  The lineup administrator does not know the suspect's identity,  

c.  The eyewitness should not feel compelled to make an identification,  

d.  It is as important to exclude innocent persons as it is to identify the 

perpetrator, and  

e.  The investigation will continue whether or not an identification is made. 

The eyewitness shall acknowledge the receipt of the instructions in 

writing. If the eyewitness refuses to sign, the lineup administrator shall 

note the refusal of the eyewitness to sign the acknowledgement and shall 

also sign the acknowledgement.  

(4)  In a photo lineup, the photograph of the suspect shall be contemporary and, to the 

extent practicable, shall resemble the suspect's appearance at the time of the 

offense.  

(5)  The lineup shall be composed so that the fillers generally resemble the 

eyewitness's description of the perpetrator, while ensuring that the suspect does 

not unduly stand out from the fillers. In addition: a. All fillers selected shall 

resemble, as much as practicable, the eyewitness's description of the perpetrator 

in significant features, including any unique or unusual features. b. At least five 

fillers shall be included in a photo lineup, in addition to the suspect. c. At least 

five fillers shall be included in a live lineup, in addition to the suspect. d. If the 

eyewitness has previously viewed a photo lineup or live lineup in connection 

with the identification of another person suspected of involvement in the offense, 

the fillers in the lineup in which the current suspect participates shall be different 

from the fillers used in any prior lineups.  

(6)  If there are multiple eyewitnesses, the suspect shall be placed in a different 

position in the lineup or photo array for each eyewitness.  



(7)  In a lineup, no writings or information concerning any previous arrest, 

indictment, or conviction of the suspect shall be visible or made known to the 

eyewitness.  

(8)  In a live lineup, any identifying actions, such as speech, gestures, or other 

movements, shall be performed by all lineup participants.  

(9)  In a live lineup, all lineup participants must be out of view of the eyewitness 

prior to the lineup.  

(10)  Only one suspect shall be included in a lineup.  

(11)  Nothing shall be said to the eyewitness regarding the suspect's position in the 

lineup or regarding anything that might influence the eyewitness's identification.  

(12)  The lineup administrator shall seek and document a clear statement from the  

eyewitness, at the time of the identification and in the eyewitness's own words, as 

to the eyewitness's confidence level that the person identified in a given lineup is 

the perpetrator. The lineup administrator shall separate all witnesses in order to 

discourage witnesses from conferring with one another before or during the 

procedure. Each witness shall be given instructions regarding the identification 

procedures without other witnesses present.  

(13)  If the eyewitness identifies a person as the perpetrator, the eyewitness shall not 

be provided any information concerning the person before the lineup 

administrator obtains the eyewitness's confidence statement about the selection. 

There shall not be anyone present during the live lineup or photographic 

identification procedures who knows the suspect's identity, except the eyewitness 

and counsel as required by law.  

(14)  Unless it is not practical, a video record of live identification procedures shall be 

made. If a video record is not practical, the reasons shall be documented, and an 

audio record shall be made. If neither a video nor audio record are practical, the 

reasons shall be documented, and the lineup administrator shall make a written 

record of the lineup.  

(15)  Whether video, audio, or in writing, the record shall include all of the following 

information:  

a.  All identification and nonidentification results obtained during the 

identification procedure, signed by the eyewitness, including the 

eyewitness's confidence statement. If the eyewitness refuses to sign, the 

lineup administrator shall note the refusal of the eyewitness to sign the 

results and shall also sign the notation.  

b.  The names of all persons present at the lineup.  

c.  The date, time, and location of the lineup.  

d.  The words used by the eyewitness in any identification, including words 

that describe the eyewitness's certainty of identification.  

e.  Whether it was a photo lineup or live lineup and how many photos or 

individuals were presented in the lineup.  

f.  The sources of all photographs or persons used.  

g.  In a photo lineup, the photographs themselves.  

h. In a live lineup, a photo or other visual recording of the lineup that 

includes all persons who participated in the lineup.  

(c)  Alternative Methods for Identification if Independent Administrator Is Not Used. – In 

lieu of using an independent administrator, a photo lineup eyewitness identification procedure may be 



conducted using an alternative method specified and approved by the North Carolina Criminal Justice 

Education and Training Standards Commission. Any alternative method shall be carefully structured to 

achieve neutral administration and to prevent the administrator from knowing which photograph is being 

presented to the eyewitness during the identification procedure. Alternative methods may include any of 

the following:  

(1)  Automated computer programs that can automatically administer the photo 

lineup directly to an eyewitness and prevent the administrator from seeing which 

photo the witness is viewing until after the procedure is completed.  

(2) A procedure in which photographs are placed in folders, randomly numbered, 

and shuffled and then presented to an eyewitness such that the administrator 

cannot see or track which photograph is being presented to the witness until after 

the procedure is completed. 

(3)  Any other procedures that achieve neutral administration.  

(c1) Show-Up Procedures. – A show-up conducted by State, county, and other local law 

enforcement officers shall meet all of the following requirements:  

(1)  A show-up may only be conducted when a suspect matching the description of 

the perpetrator is located in close proximity in time and place to the crime, or 

there is reasonable belief that the perpetrator has changed his or her appearance 

in close time to the crime, and only if there are circumstances that require the 

immediate display of a suspect to an eyewitness.  

(2)  A show-up shall only be performed using a live suspect and shall not be 

conducted with a photograph.  

(3)  Investigators shall photograph a suspect at the time and place of the show-up to 

preserve a record of the appearance of the suspect at the time of the show-up 

procedure.  

(c2) (See Editor's note) The North Carolina Criminal Justice Education and Training Standards 

Commission shall develop a policy regarding standard procedures for the conduct of show-ups in 

accordance with this section. The policy shall apply to all law enforcement agencies and shall address all 

of the following, in addition to the provisions of this section:  

(1)  Standard instructions for eyewitnesses.  

(2)  Confidence statements by the eyewitness, including information related to the 

eyewitness' vision, the circumstances of the events witnessed, and 

communications with other eyewitnesses, if any.  

(3)  Training of law enforcement officers specific to conducting show-ups.  

(4)  Any other matters deemed appropriate by the Commission.  

(d)  Remedies. – All of the following shall be available as consequences of compliance or 

noncompliance with the requirements of this section:  

(1)  Failure to comply with any of the requirements of this section shall be considered 

by the court in adjudicating motions to suppress eyewitness identification.  

(2)  Failure to comply with any of the requirements of this section shall be admissible 

in support of claims of eyewitness misidentification, as long as such evidence is 

otherwise admissible.  

(3)  When evidence of compliance or noncompliance with the requirements of this 

section has been presented at trial, the jury shall be instructed that it may 

consider credible evidence of compliance or noncompliance to determine the 

reliability of eyewitness identifications.  



(e) Nothing in this section shall be construed to require a law enforcement officer while acting in 

his or her official capacity to be required to participate in a show-up as an eyewitness. (2007-421, s. 1; 

2015-212, s. 1.)  

 

THE BASICS 

Types of Eyewitness Identification 

- Live Lineup: an eyewitness is shown a group of people “in person” for the witness to 

identify the perpetrator.  

- Photo Lineup: an eyewitness is shown an array of photographs for the witness to identify 

the perpetrator. 

- Show-up: an eyewitness views just one person “in person” for the witness to identify the 

perpetrator. 

Constitutional Issues that Arise with Eyewitness Identification 

- Due Process Rights under the Fourteenth Amendment 

o BIG ISSUE: Whether, considering the totality of the circumstances, the 

identification was reliable even though the confrontation procedure may have 

been suggestive. 

 In other words  officers should not conduct an identification in a manner 

that suggests who the suspect is. 

 Two Step Inquiry  from State v. Fowler, 353 N.C. 599 (2001): 

 Was the identification procedure impermissibly suggestive? 

 If the procedures were impermissibly suggestive, did they create a 

substantial likelihood of irreparable misidentification? 

o Neil v. Biggers, 409 U.S. 188 (1972)   

 The test for admissibility of an out-of-court identification is that “the 

procedure must not be so unnecessarily suggestive that it creates a 

substantial risk of misidentification.” 

 The test for admissibility of an in-court identification is that “the 

procedure must not be so unnecessarily suggestive that it creates a 

substantial risk of irreparable misidentification.” 

o The Biggers Court established five factors in determining whether a substantial 

likelihood of irreparable misidentification exists: 

 the opportunity of the witness to view the criminal at the time of the 

crime;  

 the witness' degree of attention;  

 the accuracy of his prior description of the criminal;  

 the level of certainty demonstrated at the confrontation; and  

 the length of time between the crime and the confrontation. 



o The remedy if the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Rights are violated  

EXCLUSION 

 See below for in-court identifications following an excluded out-of-court 

identification. 

- Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel 

o General Rule: A defendant has the right to counsel when the defendant personally 

appears in a lineup or showup after the right has attached. 

 When does the right attach  At or after the adversary judicial 

proceedings begin against the defendant or more specifically, at the initial 

appearance after arrest that is conducted by a judicial official (in NC, 

usually magistrate) or when an indictment or information has been filed, 

whichever occurs first. 

 Not Attached: 

o Showup identification after arrest but before indictment, PC 

hearing, or other proceeding. See Kirby v. Illinois, 406 U.S. 

682 (1972). 

o Photographic identification procedure (regardless of when 

it occurs). U.S. v. Ash, 413 U.S. 300 (1973). 

 Attached: 

o In-Court showup at a preliminary hearing. Moore v. 

Illinois, 434 U.S. 220 (1977). 

o Post-Indictment lineup. U.S. v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218 (1967). 

o Other important information regarding Right to Counsel: 

 Defendant can knowingly and voluntarily waive this right orally or in 

writing. 

 There is a statutory right to counsel if it is being conducted as part of a 

nontestimonial identification order. 

 Attorney does NOT have the right to be present in the witness’s viewing 

room. U.S. v. Jones, 907 F.2d 456 (4th Cir. 1990). 

o The remedy if the Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel is violated  

EXCLUSION 

 When a defendant’s right to counsel is violated at a lineup, evidence 

resulting from the lineup is inadmissible in court. U.S. v. Wade, 388 U.S. 

218 (1967). 

- In-Court Identification Issues: 

o Independent Origin Standard: A witness’s in-court identification is also 

inadmissible unless the State proves by clear and convincing evidence that the 

identification originated independent of the unconstitutional lineup (that the 

identification is based on the witness’s observations of the deft during the crime 

and not tainted by the illegal out-of-court identification). Id. 

o Factors for Court to consider from Wade: 

 Prior opportunity to observe the offense 



 Any discrepancy between any pre-lineup description and the defendant’s 

actual description 

 Any identification of another person or of the defendant by a picture 

before the lineup takes place 

 Failure to identify the defendant on a prior occasion 

 Time elapsed between the offense and the lineup identification 

 Facts concerning the conduct of the illegal lineup 

- Due Process Issues with a Showup: 

o Showing ONE person to an eyewitness is OBVIOUSLY suggestive. State v. 

Harrison, 169 N.C. App. 257, 262 (2005). 

o To not be considered unnecessarily suggestive: 

 It should be used in an emergency OR soon after the crime is committed 

 HOWEVER, showups under other circumstances have been found to be 

admissible when the witness ID was otherwise reliable. 

 Test: Whether based on the totality of the circumstances the 

showup resulted in a substantial risk of irreparable 

misidentification? State v. Turner, 305 N.C. 356, 364 (1982) 

 See State v. Oliver, 302 N.C. 28 (1980) and State v. Jackson, 229 

N.C. App 644 (2013). 

 It must comply with NC statutory provisions. 

ISSUES OF MEMORY 

There is an excellent review of the factors affecting Eyewitness Testimony and specifically 

breaking down the three stages of memory and the difference between estimator and system 

variables found in Chapter 3 Eyewitness Identifications of Raising Issues of Race in North 

Carolina Criminal Cases by Alyson A. Grines and Emily Coward (2014). 

https://defendermanuals.sog.unc.edu/race/3-eyewitness-identifications 

SAMPLE MOTIONS TO SUPPRESS AND OTHER RESOURCES 

NCIDS Motions Bank 

1) Motion to Suppress Testimony Concerning Certain Out-of-Court Identifications and Prevent 

Witnesses from Rendering In-Court Identifications 

http://www.ncids.org/racebank/Eyewitness/Motion%20to%20Suppress%20Eyewitness%20Identification.

pdf 

2) Motion for Disclosure of Identification Procedures 

https://defendermanuals.sog.unc.edu/race/3-eyewitness-identifications
http://www.ncids.org/racebank/Eyewitness/Motion%20to%20Suppress%20Eyewitness%20Identification.pdf
http://www.ncids.org/racebank/Eyewitness/Motion%20to%20Suppress%20Eyewitness%20Identification.pdf


http://www.ncids.org/Motions%20Bank/PreTrial/Motion%20for%20Disclosure%20of%20Identification

%20Procedures.doc 

3) Ex Parte Motion for Expert Witness Funds  

http://www.ncids.org/motionsbanknoncap/Experts/ExParteMotionforFundsforExpertW.pdf 

4) Motion to Suppress Show-up Identification 

http://www.ncids.org/motionsbanknoncap/Suppression/FailureComplyWithEyeWitnessIdentification.

doc 

 

Eyewitness Identification: Tools for Litigating the Identification Case 

1) Defendant’s Motion for Discovery of Identification Evidence and proposed Order 

2) Defendant’s Brady Demand for Exculpatory and Mitigating Evidence Related to Eyewitness 

Identification and Proposed Order 

3) Motion for Appointment of Eyewitness identification Expert 

4) Subpoena duces tecum schedule for production of police procedures regarding eyewitness 

identification 

5) Subpoena duces tecum schedule for production of eyewitness identification evidence in the case 

at bar 

6) Motion to Suppress Out of Court Identifications and to Preclude In-Court Identifications 

7) Voir dire – Questions for Jury Questionnaire in Identification Case 

8) Voir dire – Questions for Jury Selection in Identification Case 

http://www.ncids.org/racebank/Eyewitness/Eyewitness%20Identification%20-

%20Tools%20for%20Litigating%20the%20Identification%20Case.pdf 

Procedures for Challenging Eyewitness Identification Evidence 

https://defendermanuals.sog.unc.edu/sites/default/files/pdf/3.6_1.pdf 

JURY INSTRUCTIONS 

One of the remedies for a violation of N.C.G.S. 15A-284.52 is to present admissible evidence of 

noncompliance with the EIRA and then to further request a jury instruction to allow the jury to 

determine the credibility and reliability of the eyewitness identifications. 

Photo Lineup Requirements G.S. 15A-284.52 

https://www.sog.unc.edu/sites/www.sog.unc.edu/files/pji-master/criminal/105.65.pdf 

Live Lineup Requirements G.S. 15A-284.52 

https://www.sog.unc.edu/sites/www.sog.unc.edu/files/pji-master/criminal/105.70.pdf 

http://www.ncids.org/Motions%20Bank/PreTrial/Motion%20for%20Disclosure%20of%20Identification%20Procedures.doc
http://www.ncids.org/Motions%20Bank/PreTrial/Motion%20for%20Disclosure%20of%20Identification%20Procedures.doc
http://www.ncids.org/motionsbanknoncap/Experts/ExParteMotionforFundsforExpertW.pdf
http://www.ncids.org/motionsbanknoncap/Suppression/FailureComplyWithEyeWitnessIdentification.doc
http://www.ncids.org/motionsbanknoncap/Suppression/FailureComplyWithEyeWitnessIdentification.doc
http://www.ncids.org/racebank/Eyewitness/Eyewitness%20Identification%20-%20Tools%20for%20Litigating%20the%20Identification%20Case.pdf
http://www.ncids.org/racebank/Eyewitness/Eyewitness%20Identification%20-%20Tools%20for%20Litigating%20the%20Identification%20Case.pdf
https://defendermanuals.sog.unc.edu/sites/default/files/pdf/3.6_1.pdf
https://www.sog.unc.edu/sites/www.sog.unc.edu/files/pji-master/criminal/105.65.pdf
https://www.sog.unc.edu/sites/www.sog.unc.edu/files/pji-master/criminal/105.70.pdf
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Self-Defense and Retreat from Places Where the Defendant Has a
"Lawful Right to Be"

Author : John Rubin

Categories : Crimes and Elements, Uncategorized

Tagged as : lawful place, retreatself-defense

Date : August 29, 2017

Our appellate courts are beginning to issue decisions concerning the impact of the General Assembly’s 2011 changes
to North Carolina law on self-defense. A case earlier this summer addressed whether a defendant has a duty to retreat
before using deadly force in self-defense in a place where he or she has a “lawful right to be.” See State v. Bass, ___
N.C. App. ___, 802 S.E.2d 477, temp. stay and rev. granted, ___ N.C. ___, 800 S.E.2d 421 (2017). In Bass, the Court
of Appeals held that the defendant did not have a duty to retreat and further had the right to have the jury instructed
that he did not have a duty to retreat.

Defendant’s evidence. The case concerned an ongoing conflict between the defendant, Bass, and the alleged victim,
Fogg, which resulted in Bass shooting Fogg. Bass was charged with attempted murder and assault with a deadly
weapon with intent to kill inflicting serious injury. The jury convicted him of assault with a deadly weapon inflicting
serious injury.

In determining whether a defendant is entitled to instructions on self-defense and other defenses, the court must
consider the evidence in the light most favorable to the defendant. In this case, Bass’s evidence showed that ten days
before the shooting, Fogg assaulted him and broke his jaw in three places, requiring surgery, placement of screws in
his jaw, and wiring of his jaw shut. Fogg was 240 pounds, Bass was 165 pounds. This incident was captured on video
on Fogg’s cellphone. Bass, slip op. at 2–3.

Bass’s evidence showed that on the day of the shooting, July 3, he was watching fireworks with friends at the
apartment complex where he lived. He was standing on the sidewalk at the complex when he saw a car pull into the
parking lot, with Fogg in the passenger seat. In an effort to avoid Fogg, Bass walked to the breezeway of another
building in the apartment complex, “praying and hoping” that Fogg would not approach him, but Fogg did. Fogg began
speaking aggressively to Bass, who observed that Fogg was carrying a large knife in a sheath attached to his belt. The
knife, which was in the record on appeal, resembled a short machete with a wide, curved blade approximately ten
inches long. Fearing that Fogg was going to beat him up or cut him and not wanting to be trapped in the breezeway,
Bass moved to a grassy area outside the breezeway. After Fogg demanded that Bass get “on the concrete,” Bass
pulled out a gun and pointed it at Fogg, hoping to scare him into leaving. Fogg said “oh . . . you wanna shoot me?”
and approached Bass while reaching for his knife. Bass testified that he then shot Fogg because he was “scared for
[his] life.” Slip op. at 3–5.

Jury instructions and deliberations. The trial judge instructed the jury on the defendant’s right to use deadly force in
self-defense when the defendant reasonably believes that the force is necessary to protect the defendant from
imminent death or great bodily harm. The trial judge used North Carolina Pattern Jury Instruction (“N.C.P.I.”) 308.45 to
convey these principles.

The defendant further requested that the trial judge instruct the jury that he did not have a duty to retreat because he
was in a place where he had a “lawful right to be.” The pattern jury instruction includes such a statement, providing
that “the defendant has no duty to retreat in a place where the defendant has a lawful right to be.” N.C.P.I. 308.45.
The trial judge declined to include this part of the instruction because the defendant was not within the curtilage of his
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home when he shot Fogg. Slip op. at 9–11.

During deliberations, the jury sent a note to the judge asking for “further explanation on NC law with regard to ‘duty to
retreat.’” The judge instructed the jury that “by North Carolina statute, a person has no duty to retreat in one's home,
one’s own premises, one’s place of residence, one’s workplace, or one’s motor vehicle. This law does not apply in
this case.” Slip op. at 12.

Majority applies statutory language. A majority of the Court of Appeals found that the trial judge erred in his initial
instruction by omitting the statement that the defendant did not have a duty to retreat and erred in his supplemental
instruction by advising the jury that the principle did not apply in this case. The Court of Appeals recognized that North
Carolina’s self-defense statutes address two different situations: defensive force in a person’s home, workplace, or
vehicle under G.S. 14-51.2; and defense of oneself and others under G.S. 14-51.3.

The first statute, sometimes referred to as the castle doctrine, creates a rebuttable presumption that the defendant has
a reasonable fear of death or great bodily injury when an intruder forcibly and unlawfully enters the premises, and it
provides that the defendant does not have a duty to retreat. Under the second statute, the presumption does not apply;
a defendant who uses deadly force must produce evidence that he or she had a reasonable fear of death or great
bodily injury. The second statute still provides, however, that a person does not have a duty to retreat in a place where
he or she has a “lawful right to be.”

Because both statutes recognize that a defendant does not have a duty to retreat, the majority found it unnecessary to
determine whether the defendant was in the curtilage of his home. The majority observed that a defendant has a lawful
right to be in a public place, including the common area of the apartment complex where Fogg approached Bass.
Therefore, Bass did not have a duty to retreat before acting in self-defense and the jury should have been so
instructed. Sl. op. at 14–15, 23.

Dissent finds earlier decision controlling but agrees with majority’s no duty to retreat analysis. The dissent
believed that the court was bound by its earlier decision in State v. Lee, ___ N.C. App. ___, 789 S.E.2d 679 (2016), 
rev. granted, ___ N.C. ___, 796 S.E.2d 790 (2017). There, the trial judge failed to instruct the jury that the defendant
did not have a duty to retreat in a place he had a lawful right to be—in that case, a public street near his home. The
court in Lee acknowledged that the defendant may not have had a duty to retreat before acting in self-defense,
recognizing that G.S. 14-51.3 provides that “’a person is justified in the use of deadly force and does not have a duty
to retreat in any place he or she has the lawful right to be . . . .’” 789 S.E.2d at 686 (quoting G.S. 14-51.3). But, the
court found that to the extent the statute applies to any public place, the trial judge’s failure to instruct on the principle
did not warrant a new trial. Id. at 686–87.

The majority in Bass found that the circumstances in Lee were distinguishable and did not control the outcome in Bass.
The dissent in Bass believed that Lee was not distinguishable, but her opinion indicates that she agreed with the
majority's analysis of the law on retreat in North Carolina. The dissent recognized that a defendant does not have a
duty to retreat in a place where he or she has a lawful right to be. The dissent based this conclusion on both the
statutory provisions and common law. Slip. Op. at 4 (Bryant, J., dissenting). The dissent also found that the trial judge
in Bass should have instructed the jury that the defendant did not have a duty to retreat, stating “candidly, I tend to
agree with the majority’s opinion that a new trial is necessary . . . .” Id. at 1. Likewise, the dissent found that the trial
judge in Lee should have instructed the jury on this principle, stating that “it would seem that basic rules of statutory
construction indicate that a no duty to retreat instruction should have been given.” Id. at 6. The dissenting judge ended
by expressing her “reluctant[] dissent” from the majority’s decision that the trial judge's instructions to the jury
warranted a new trial. Id. at 13. She noted that should the North Carolina Supreme Court reverse Lee—review is
pending in both Lee and Bass—her dissent on that portion of the majority’s opinion in Bass would be moot. Id. at 13
n.6.
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We now have a number of appellate opinions interpreting the defensive force statutes enacted by the North Carolina
General Assembly in 2011. In State v. Kuhns, ___ N.C. App. ___ (July 3, 2018), we have our first opinion squarely
addressing the provisions of G.S. 14-51.2, which deals with defensive force in a home, workplace, or motor vehicle.
This post focuses on the home, where the conflict in Kuhns occurred, but some of the same principles apply to the
workplace and motor vehicles.

The Statutory Castle Doctrine in G.S. 14-51.2

Initially, I want to point out that I am intentionally using the phrase defensive force in the home instead of defense of
home or defense of habitation. Under the North Carolina common law, a person had the right to use deadly force to 
prevent an unlawful, forcible entry into the home if the occupant reasonably feared death or great bodily injury or
reasonably believed that the intruder intended to commit a felony. Under G.S. 14-51.1, enacted in 1994 and repealed
in 2011 (when the new defensive force statutes were passed), a person had the right to use deadly force to prevent or 
terminate an unlawful, forcible entry into the home in the same circumstances. Under both formulations, a person
relying on defense of habitation was claiming that he or she was defending against a wrongful entry.

New G.S. 14-51.2 continues to require an unlawful, forcible entry as a condition of the right to use deadly force. As
under repealed G.S. 14-51.1, the entry may be ongoing or may have already occurred. See G.S. 14-51.2(b)(1), (2).
But, the new statute does not require that the occupant act for the purpose of preventing or terminating the entry.
Rather, the impact of an unlawful, forcible entry is that the occupant is presumed to have feared death or great bodily
injury to himself or another person. G.S. 15-51.2(b)(1). It is also presumed that the intruder intended to commit an
unlawful act involving force or violence. G.S. 14-51.2(d). Unless the presumptions are rebutted or an exception applies,
the occupant is justified in using deadly force and is immune from criminal liability. See G.S. 14-51.3.

Thus, new G.S. 14-51.2 represents a modified castle doctrine. The essence of the statutory defense is not defending
the habitation, or castle, from being attacked or stormed. Rather, G.S. 14-51.2 presumes that the occupants have the
right to use defensive force, including deadly force, if their castle is attacked or stormed. (The extent to which common
law defenses involving defensive force continue to be available remains to be determined. See, e.g., G.S. 14-51.2(g)
(stating that statute is not intended to repeal or limit common law defenses).)

The Conflict in Kuhns

In Kuhns, the occupant of the home was Donald Kuhns, the defendant. Sadly, he shot and killed his neighbor and
friend, Johnny Dockery, after a series of conflicts with him that night. On the night of the shooting, both had been
drinking with other friends in the neighborhood. Dockery and his girlfriend got in an argument, and Kuhns told Dockery
to leave her alone. Dockery got angry and said that if he caught anyone with his girlfriend he’d kill them. After
Dockery’s girlfriend drove off, Dockery called 911 to report that she was driving while intoxicated.

When a deputy arrived, Dockery was standing in the middle of the road shouting in the direction of Kuhns’ home.
Kuhns told the deputy that Dockery needed to leave before something bad happened. The deputy told Dockery to go
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home and watched him to be sure he complied.

About an hour later, Kuhns called 911 and said that Dockery was standing in Kuhns’ yard threatening his life. When
law enforcement officers arrived a second time, Dockery was “yelling pretty loud.” Slip Op. at 3. The officers again
instructed Dockery to go home and followed him to make sure he complied.

According to Kuhns’ evidence, Dockery returned about 45 minutes later for the final, fatal confrontation. Kuhns was
inside his trailer trying to go to sleep when he heard Dockery yelling, “[C]ome on out here, you son of a bitch, I’m
going to kill you.” Slip Op. at 4. Kuhns retrieved his 32-caliber pistol and went outside onto his porch. Dockery was in
the yard of Kuhns’ home, beside the porch, “cussing and hollering” at Kuhns. Id. Kuhns told Dockery to go home. When
Dockery saw the gun, he said, “[Y]ou’re going to need more than that P shooter, motherf---er, I’ve been shot
before.” Id. Dockery was pacing back and forth and then came at Kuhns fast. Kuhns took a step back, fired one shot,
and killed Dockery.

At the defendant’s trial on the charge of first-degree murder, the judge instructed the jury on self-defense but refused
the defendant’s request for the pattern jury instruction on defense of habitation, N.C.P.I—Crim. 308.80 (Jun. 2012).
The judge stated that there was no evidence that Dockery was trying to break in. According to the judge, the
defendant’s evidence showed he was attempting to prevent injury to himself, not trying to prevent Dockery from
coming into the curtilage or Kuhns’ home. Therefore, the defendant was not entitled to a defense of habitation
instruction. The defendant was convicted of voluntary manslaughter and appealed.

The Meaning of Entry and Home

On appeal, the defendant argued that the trial judge erred in failing to give the requested instruction. The State
countered that the defendant was not entitled to the instruction because Dockery never came onto the defendant’s
porch and never tried to enter his trailer. For two interrelated reasons, the Court of Appeals rejected the State’s
argument and reversed the defendant’s conviction.

First, the Court recognized that G.S. 14-51.2 expressly applies when an intruder is in the process of unlawfully and
forcibly entering a person’s home or has already unlawfully and forcibly entered. The Court found that Dockery, by
repeatedly returning to Kuhns’ property and threatening Kuhns with bodily harm, had unlawfully and forcibly entered
his home. Second, the Court recognized that G.S. 14-51.2 expressly applies to the curtilage of the home. See G.S.
14-51.2(a)(1). The statute does not define curtilage, but the term generally means the area immediately surrounding a
dwelling. The Court found that Dockery was within the curtilage of Kuhns’ property and therefore within his home.

The Court did not specifically discuss the actions that made Dockery’s entry forcible, but the opinion indicates that the
Court was satisfied that this condition was met. It found that despite numerous requests to leave, Dockery continued to
return to Kuhns’ property while threatening Kuhns with bodily harm. Slip Op. at 11. The Court also did not distinguish
the parts of the property that constituted the curtilage, finding it undisputed that Dockery was within the curtilage of
Kuhns’ home. Id. Presumably, both the yard, which Dockery had entered, and the porch, which Dockery was in the
process of trying to enter, were within the curtilage.

The Court concluded that the defendant was prejudiced by the trial judge’s failure to give the pattern instruction on
defense of habitation. The Court recognized that the instruction, which recites the presumptions discussed above,
would have been more favorable to the defendant than an instruction on self-defense alone. Slip Op. at 12.

The specific wording of the pattern jury instruction on defense of habitation was not at issue. At trial the defendant
requested the pattern instruction on defense of habitation, and on appeal the State argued that the defendant was not
entitled to the instruction. In rejecting the State’s argument that defense of habitation applies only when the defendant
is acting to prevent an unlawful, forcible entry, the Court of Appeals noted that the language of the instruction correctly
states that an occupant may use deadly force to prevent or terminate entry. The Court did not consider whether it is
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proper to instruct the jury that the occupant must have acted with this purpose. As discussed at the beginning of this
post, the new statute requires that an unlawful, forcible entry be occurring or have occurred; it no longer seems to
require that the occupant have acted with the purpose of preventing or terminating the entry.

As you handle these cases, please keep in mind that G.S. 14-51.2 is a complex statute. Kuhns only scratches the
surface. While the new statute bears similarities to the common law and earlier statute on defense of habitation, it is
not identical and affords occupants of a home, workplace, and motor vehicle different and in a number of respects
greater rights.
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I previously wrote here about the statutory felony disqualification for self-defense in North Carolina, adopted in 2011 by
the General Assembly alongside expanded castle protections and clearer stand-your-ground rights for law-abiding
citizens. The felony disqualification, in G.S. 14-51.4, states that a person loses the right of self-defense if he or she
“[w]as attempting to commit, committing, or escaping after the commission of a felony.” A literal interpretation of the
provision places “felonious” defendants in a lose-lose situation: if they defend themselves, they can be prosecuted for
their use of force even if the force is otherwise permissible; if they don’t defend themselves, they could suffer injury or
even death. In my earlier blog post, I suggested that the felony disqualification may include a “nexus” requirement—that
is, that the disqualification applies only if the defendant’s felony in some way creates or contributes to the assault on
the defendant and the resulting need for the defendant’s use of force. The Court of Appeals in the recent case of State
v. Crump took a literal approach, appearing to make the felony disqualification an absolute bar to self-defense if the
defendant contemporaneously engages in a felony.

The evidence in Crump. The facts of the case aren’t pretty. The State’s evidence, detailed in the Court of Appeals’
opinion (Slip Opinion at 2–3), was that the defendant and the co-defendant robbed several patrons at an illegal poker
game a few days earlier on September 24. The defendant was charged with several counts of armed robbery and
second-degree kidnapping as well as possession of a firearm by a felon, which were joined for trial with the incident
that occurred a few days later. The later incident, on September 29, led to the defendant’s claim of self-defense. An
acquaintance of one of the patrons who was robbed on September 24 began receiving text messages from one of the
stolen cell phones indicating that the people believed to be the robbers were looking for another poker game to rob.
The acquaintance invited them to a fake poker game and, when they arrived, called 911. He told the emergency
operator that there were two men in a car with loaded guns and that he thought they were intending to rob someone.
The police arrived on the scene, an office complex, in the early hours of the morning on September 29.

The Court of Appeals’ opinion doesn’t describe what happened next, but the appellate briefs by the State and
defendant largely agree on the facts (available here on the North Carolina Supreme Court and Court of Appeals
Electronic Filing Site and Document Library). The State’s evidence was that two police officers observed the
defendant’s car parked at the back of the office complex. The officers stepped toward the car, threading their way
through a gap between two dump trucks, also parked at the back of the complex. The officer in front had shouldered
his shotgun, the officer behind had drawn his service revolver. They were in uniform but had not yet announced that
they were officers. The State’s evidence was that the occupants of the car fired several times at them, and the officers
returned fire.

The defendant’s evidence was that he loaned his car to the co-defendant on September 24, which he frequently did;
that the co-defendant and co-defendant’s brother committed the robbery that day; and that the defendant was
unaware until after the September 29 incident that the co-defendant and co-defendant’s brother had used his car in
the robbery. The defendant also offered evidence that the co-defendant and co-defendant’s brother wanted to go to a
poker game on September 29 and asked him to drive them there. After arriving at the office complex, the defendant
waited in the car while the co-defendant’s brother unsuccessfully tried to gain entry into the building. While waiting, the
defendant saw a shadowy figure pointing a long gun at them. The defendant felt the impact of two shots on his car and,
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unaware that the officers were officers, fired several shots at them to give himself time to start the car up and drive off.

The Court of Appeals’ opinion picks up the September 29 incident from there. A low-speed pursuit ensued, ending
when the defendant drove over stop sticks placed by the police. On searching the car, the police found several of the
items stolen during the previous robbery. Based on the September 29 incident, the defendant was charged with two
counts of assault with a deadly weapon with intent to kill, two counts of assault with a firearm on a law enforcement
officer, and possession of a firearm by a felon. Slip Op. at 3–4.

The trial court dismissed the robbery and second-degree kidnapping charge involving one of the victims and the
robbery charge involving another of the victims during the September 24 robbery. The jury found the defendant not
guilty of assault with a firearm on a law-enforcement officer during the September 29 incident. The opinion does not
indicate the basis for the acquittal, but the offense requires proof that the defendant knew that the officer was an
officer. The jury convicted the defendant of all other charges. Slip Op. at 4.

The self-defense instructions given in Crump. Based on this evidence, the trial court gave the pattern jury
instruction on self-defense in N.C.P.I.—Crim. 308.45, which applies to assaults involving deadly force. The instruction
repeated verbatim the statutory felony disqualification in G.S. 14-51.4. The defendant requested that the judge instruct
the jury that a disqualifying felony must have some connection to the need to use defensive force—specifically, that a
felony is disqualifying only when the “felonious acts directly and immediately caused the confrontation that resulted in
the deadly threat to him.” Slip Op. at 8. The trial court declined to modify the instruction.

The Court of Appeals upheld the trial court’s instruction. It recognized that the statutory felony disqualification requires
a temporal connection—that is, the felony must occur contemporaneously with the need to act in self-defense. Thus, the
earlier robbery would not be disqualifying. In the Court’s view, however, the statute does not require a causal
connection. The trial court therefore did not err in refusing to include the language requested by the defendant. The
Court held further that the defendant was not entitled to self-defense instructions at all because he was committing the
offense of possession of a firearm by a felon during the September 29 incident and no causal connection between that
felony and the defendant’s use of force was required.

The Court of Appeals gave two basic reasons for its interpretation. First, the Court stated that the plain language of the
statute did not require a causal connection. That observation doesn’t necessarily end the argument, however. In an
opinion last year interpreting the self-defense statutes, State v. Holloman, 369 N.C. 615 (2017), the North Carolina
Supreme Court addressed the aggressor disqualification in G.S. 14-51.4(2). That statute provides that a person who
provokes the use of force against himself or herself may use force in return, including deadly force, if the person
reasonably believes that he or she faces death or great bodily injury and has no reasonable means of escape. The
defendant in Holloman argued that this provision applied even when the defendant begins a conflict with deadly
force—that is, when the defendant is an aggressor with “murderous” intent. The Supreme Court recognized that the
literal language of the statute did not distinguish between aggressors with or without “murderous intent.” The Court
held, however, that the General Assembly could not have intended to allow aggressors with “murderous intent” to rely
on self-defense when the other person justifiably uses deadly force to meet the defendant’s unjustified use of deadly
force. Despite the literal language of the above exception to the aggressor disqualification, the Court concluded that it
did not apply to aggressors with murderous intent. See also State v. Jones, 353 N.C. 159 (2000) (holding that despite
literal language, felony murder statute did not apply to DWI as underlying felony).

Second, the Court of Appeals in Crump compared the felony disqualification in G.S. 14-51.4(1) to the wording of G.S.
14-51.2(c)(3). The latter provision is part of the statute on defensive force in one’s home, workplace, or vehicle, which
establishes a presumption of reasonableness when the defendant uses force against an unlawful, forcible entry into
those places. The specific provision denies that presumption if the defendant is engaged in “any criminal offense that
involves the use or threat of physical force or violence against any individual.” The Court found that the inclusion of this
language shows that the General Assembly intended to limit the denial of the presumption to offenses involving force
or violence, while the absence of such language in the felony disqualification shows that the General Assembly
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intended to impose no limits.

A difficulty with this interpretation is that it gives with one hand and takes away with the other. If a defendant is
engaged in an offense that does not involve force or violence in one of the specified locations (home, workplace,
vehicle), the defendant gets the presumption of reasonableness; however, if the offense is a felony, the defendant
loses the right of self-defense entirely in those places, whether or not the offense involves force or violence. That’s
because G.S. 14-51.4 states that the justification in G.S. 14-51.2, which applies to self-defense within one’s home,
workplace, or vehicle, as well as the justification in G.S. 14-51.3, which applies to defense of person, is unavailable if
the felony disqualification applies. The opinion in Crump does not address this issue.

Potential impact of holding in Crump. In light of the evidence of the earlier robbery and the shooting at the police,
the jury in Crump might have decided that the defendant did not have the right of self-defense, even with the
defendant’s requested modification of the instruction. The Court of Appeals’ discussion of the facts in Crump suggests
that the Court had reservations about the defendant’s version of the events. The trial court’s literal instruction
regarding the statutory felony disqualification, however, considerably narrowed the jury's ability to consider the
defendant's claim of self-defense, if not effectively precluding it.

Moreover, a literal application of the statute may bar self-defense in a broader array of circumstances than presented in
Crump. Here are a couple of examples that come to mind:

Joan, a domestic violence victim, is addicted to opioids from medication previously prescribed to her for pain
from her injuries. She is in illegal possession of opioids, a felony, when she is violently assaulted by her
boyfriend for reasons that have nothing to do with the felony she was committing. She defends herself to avoid
death or serious injury.
Roger was convicted several years ago of a nonviolent property felony. Although unlawful, he keeps a gun in
his home to protect himself and his family. Armed intruders break into his home one night. He shoots to defend
himself and his family.

Suppose in these examples that the police and prosecutor believe a different version of what transpired and pursue
charges against Joan and Roger. I wonder whether our General Assembly really intended to preclude them from
defending themselves when attacked and from telling their side of the story at trial. See Perkins v. State, 576 So. 2d
1310, 1314 (Fla. 1991) (concurring opinion) (stating that precluding self-defense for unrelated felony would violate a
defendant’s fundamental right to defend his or her life and liberty in court by asserting a reasonable defense and
would violate the fundamental right to meet force with force in the field when attacked illegally and without justification,
the “right to life itself”); see also R. Christopher Campbell, Unlawful/Criminal Activity: The Ill-Defined and Inadequate
Provision for a “Stand Your Ground” Defense, 20 Barry L. Rev. 43 (Fall 2014) (discussing limits on right of person
engaged in unlawful activity to use force without retreating). But see Dawkins v. State, 252 P.2d 214 (Okla. Crim. App.
2011) (refusing to require nexus when defendant used illegally modified shotgun in defense of another).

Other questions. The statutory felony disqualification raises additional questions, not specifically addressed in Crump.

In its instructions, the trial court listed uncharged felonies as disqualifying the defendant from acting in self-
defense, including the uncharged offenses of attempted robbery with a dangerous weapon and possession of
stolen goods during the September 29 incident. Is that permissible? If so, what instructions does the judge have
to give the jury on the uncharged crimes? See generally N.C.P.I.—Crim. 214.10 n.5 (directing for a first-degree
burglary charge that the judge define the felony that the defendant intended to commit, an element of burglary).
The trial court also listed as disqualifying felonies the charged offenses of assault with a deadly weapon with
intent to kill (AWDWIK) and assault with a firearm on a law enforcement officer. The Court of Appeals
recognized that AWDWIK could not be a disqualifying felony because it was the very act that the defendant
claimed was in self-defense. The State in Crump agreed that the inclusion of this charge in the felony
disqualification instructions was a “circularity error.” The Court of Appeals indicated that assault with a firearm
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on an officer was a disqualifying felony, but that statement seems incorrect because it too involved the act that
the defendant claimed was in self-defense. A different issue is whether the jury can base a felony
disqualification on an offense for which it acquits the defendant. It seems not.
Crump did not discuss potential defenses to disqualifying felonies, such as a necessity defense to the offense
of possessing a firearm by a felon. Presumably, the jury would have to be instructed on defenses to a
disqualifying felony, which, if found by the jury, would allow the jury to consider self-defense.
An additional issue [which I did not identify in my initial post] is the extent to which common law defensive force
principles survive the adoption of the defensive force statutes. Crump considered the impact of the statutory
felony disqualification on the defendant’s statutory right of self-defense. Slip op. at 6 (stating that defendant
raised statutory justifications to AWDWIK charge). It did not specifically address any rights under the common
law. See, e.g., G.S. 14-51.2(g) (stating that section does not repeal any other defense that may exist under
common law); State v. Lee, ___ N.C. ___, 811 S.E.2d 563 (2018) (Martin, C.J., concurring) (querying whether
defensive force statutes partially abrogate or completely replace common law on defensive force).
As discussed in my earlier blog post on this subject, the statutory felony disqualification, when applicable, bars
self-defense to assault charges such as those in Crump. In a homicide case, it probably does not bar imperfect
self-defense, which reduces murder to manslaughter under North Carolina law. This is so because G.S.
14-51.4 states that the felony disqualification bars the “justification” in G.S. 14-51.2 (defense within home,
workplace, or vehicle) and G.S. 14-51.3 (defense of person). Imperfect self-defense is not typically considered
a justification defense so the disqualification would not apply.

These and other questions will need to be addressed in applying the felony disqualification. Should our Supreme Court
grant review, however, the first question will be whether the felony disqualification includes a causal nexus
requirement.
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For several years now, it has been an open question in North Carolina whether a justification defense to possession of
firearm by felon is available. John Rubin blogged about the issue back in 2016, here. Our courts have assumed without
deciding that the defense might apply in several cases but have never squarely held the defense was available, finding
instead in each previous case that defendants didn’t meet the admittedly rigorous standards for the defense. This
month, the Court of Appeals unanimously decided the issue in favor of the defendant. In State v. Mercer, ___ N.C.
App. ___ (August 7, 2018), the court found prejudicial error in the trial judge’s refusal to instruct the jury on justification
in a firearm by felon case and granted a new trial. Read on for more details.

Defense of Justification. As John wrote, the leading case on the defense is U.S. v. Deleveaux, 205 F.3d 1292 (11th
Cir. 2000), which is referenced in the pattern jury instruction for possession of firearm by felon. N.C.P.I-Crim. 254A.11,
n.7. That footnote quotes State v. Edwards, 239 N.C. App. 391 (2015):

The test set out in Deleveaux requires a criminal defendant to produce evidence of the following to be entitled
to an instruction on justification as a defense to a charge of possession of firearm by felon: (1) that the
defendant was under unlawful and present, imminent and impending threat of death or serious bodily injury; (2)
that the defendant did not negligently or recklessly place himself in a situation where he would be forced to
engage in criminal conduct; (3) that the defendant had no reasonable legal alternative to violating the law; and
(4) that there was a direct causal relationship between the criminal action and the avoidance of the threatened
harm. Edwards at 393-94.

At least 11 federal circuit courts have recognized the defense, including the Fourth Circuit. See, e.g., U.S. v. Mooney,
497 F.3d 397 (4th Cir. 2007). North Carolina now joins them. So what was different about Mercer?

State’s Evidence. The facts of the case were, perhaps unsurprisingly, a little messy—beyond the numerous witnesses
and parties involved in the fracas, there are mysterious references to “Shoe” and “the candy man” in the opinion. The
State’s evidence tended to show that the defendant’s cousin, Wardell, got into an altercation with a Mr. Mingo
regarding a missing phone. Mingo lived in the neighborhood near the defendant’s home. The next day, Wardell (along
with another man, according to Mingo) engaged in a fight with Mingo while he was on his way to see “the candy man”.
Within a few minutes of the fight, Mingo contacted various family members about the incident. A group of around fifteen
family members (including Mingo) then walked to the defendant’s home where Wardell was visiting, with the intention
of fighting Wardell. The defendant and Wardell pulled into the driveway as the crowd was arriving, and the defendant
got out of the car with a gun in his waistband. The group insisted on fighting despite seeing the defendant’s gun, and
the defendant fired shots over the crowd’s head. Mingo ultimately acknowledged that at least two people in his group
also had guns and shot at the defendant. The altercation came to an end without anyone being injured. The Mingo
family members left and contacted the police, resulting in the defendant being charged with two counts of assault with
a deadly weapon with intent to kill and one count of possession of firearm by felon.

Defendant’s Evidence. The defendant’s mother testified about the earlier fight between Wardell and Mingo.
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According to her, that first fight was only between those two men and did not involve a third person. She added that
Mingo left that incident threatening to “get his brothers . . . and kill [Wardell].” Mercer slip op. at 6. She later heard a
disturbance outside of her home and came out to discover the crowd of Mingo family members “basically ambushing
her son.” Id. She saw that Mingo’s brother had a gun, and the defendant also had a gun. Mingo’s mother was
encouraging her son to shoot the defendant, and the defendant’s mother tried to get in between her son and the
armed person in the Mingo crowd. That person fired their gun towards the defendant, and Mingo’s mother also later
fired a gun at him.

The defendant took the stand and testified that, upon his arrival at home and seeing the crowd, he tried to explain that
he had no role in the earlier fight between Wardell and Mingo, but “the group kept approaching the defendant, stating
they were ‘done talking.’” Id. at 7. The defendant saw at least three guns among the Mingo group. Wardell pulled out a
gun, and the defendant heard people in the crowd “cocking their guns.” The defendant then told Wardell to give him
the gun because Wardell “didn’t know what he was doing [with the gun].” Id. The defendant acknowledged on the stand
that he knew he was a felon and therefore unable to lawfully possess a firearm, but explained he only did so out of a
fear of injury or death to himself or his family members: “So at that time, my mother being out there . . . I would rather
make sure we [are] alive versus my little cousin making sure, who was struggling with the gun.” Id. He repeatedly tried
to get the crowd to back away to no avail, and someone shot in the Mingo group shot at “Shoe” (apparently a person
in the defendant’s group). He further testified that shots were fired at him, but he couldn’t determine from whom. The
defendant claimed he only fired his gun once, after a Mingo group member fired at him as he fled across the street.
The gun malfunctioned after that shot, so he tossed the gun back to his cousin and ran home. The defendant turned
himself in to the police the next day.

Jury Instructions at Trial. The defendant requested an instruction in writing on the justification defense for the firearm
charge before the charge conference. The trial judge agreed to instruct the jury on self-defense as to the assaults, but
refused to give the justification instruction, over the defendant’s objection. During deliberations, the jury sent the judge
a note specifically asking about whether possession of a firearm by a felon could ever be justified. The trial judge
declined to answer the question directly and instead repeated the instructions on firearm by felon and reasonable
doubt. The jury acquitted the defendant of both assaults but convicted on firearm by felon. The defendant appealed,
arguing that his evidence, taken in the light most favorable to the defendant, supported his proposed justification
instruction.

Mercer Opinion. The opinion begins by acknowledging the Deleveaux opinion and the state of the law in North
Carolina regarding the defense. John’s post summarizes most of those earlier cases so I won’t rehash them here, but
suffice it to say the court distinguished the defendant’s situation in Mercer from the previous cases. The court agreed
that there was an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury—the defendant only possessed the gun once he
heard other guns being cocked and saw “[Wardell] struggling with the gun.” Id. at 13. While not specifically discussed in
the opinion, the large crowd determined to fight at the defendant’s home likely also helped to establish an imminent
threat. The defendant didn’t recklessly or negligently place himself in the situation—the situation was unfolding as he
arrived in his driveway, only to meet a large crowd (with at least some in the crowd armed) ready to fight. The
defendant repeatedly tried to talk to the crowd and calm things down, and only grabbed the gun from his cousin when it
was clear that talk wasn’t working—thus, there was no reasonable alternative to his act of possessing the weapon. Put
another way, it was unforeseeable that the act of pulling up in the driveway of his own home would create a need to
engage in criminal activity, and the defendant didn’t have other realistic options at that point to defending himself with
the weapon. Finally, the causal relationship between the crime of possessing the weapon and the avoidance of the
threatened harm was met—the defendant only possessed the gun once the situation became extremely serious (i.e.,
guns being cocked) and gave the gun back to his cousin as soon as he got away from the situation. The harm avoided
was death or serious injury to himself and his family members by the Mingo crowd, and the defendant possessed the
weapon no longer (or sooner) than was necessary to deal with the situation.

The State focused on the defendant’s alleged reasonable alternatives. The defendant had a cell phone and could
have called 911, they argued, or he could have fled the scene sooner—he had alternatives to grabbing the gun. The
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court rejected this argument, citing to the defendant’s brief: “[O]nce guns were cocked, time for the State’s two
alternative courses of action—calling 911 or running away—had passed.” Id. at 14.

To be clear, the opinion doesn’t say that the possession of the firearm was justified in this case. Rather, it was a
question for the jury to resolve “after appropriate instruction.” Id. at 14. The fact they were not so instructed was error.
The court had no difficulty concluding that this error was prejudicial. For one, the defendant was acquitted of the
assault charges, presumably on the basis of self-defense. For another, the jury specifically asked the trial judge about
a justification defense. This, the court held, strongly suggested that there was a reasonable probability of a different
result at trial had the jury received the justification instruction. Id. at 15-16.

Impact of Mercer. Justification for firearm by felon is now here, at least with the right set of facts. Beyond that, Mercer
raises another interesting point: how should this defense work with self-defense or defense of others? In another recent
post, John talked about the felony disqualification in the self-defense statutes. See G.S. 14-51.4 (self-defense not
available to one committing a felony). In State v. Crump, ___ N.C. App. ___, 815 S.E.2d 415 (April 17, 2018), the Court
of Appeals took a strict interpretation, indicating that one engaged in contemporaneous felony conduct loses the right
to self-defense, regardless of any causal connection between the felony and defensive act—that is, one is disqualified
by any felony being committed at the time of the defensive act, whether or not the felony was related to the need to act
defensively, and without regard to whether the felony involved violent force or serious risk of death or physical harm. 
Mercer suggests, however, that the disqualification doesn’t apply where the defendant has a defense to the underlying
felony. The parties in Mercer agreed on the self-defense instructions, and the felony disqualification apparently wasn’t
argued. A lot potentially turns on that point though. Would a defendant previously convicted of a felony always lose the
right to self-defense if he picks up a gun? Or would an act excused by justification overcome the disqualification? The
latter view has greater appeal as matter of logic and fairness and seems in line with the holding in Mercer: if a jury finds
that a person previously convicted of a felony is justified in possessing a weapon, the possession would not constitute
a felony and therefore would not disqualify the person from acting in defending himself and his family. The scenario
isn’t just a thought experiment. In Crump, the court of appeals stated that the defendant stipulated to being a felon in
possession and held that he was disqualified from a self-defense instruction on that basis (although the jury in Crump
was still instructed on self-defense). [As an aside, a petition for discretionary review has been filed in the N.C. Supreme
Court in Crump]. When the facts are contested or support a justification defense to what otherwise may be a
disqualifying felony, the jury would seem to have to decide the issue.

Perhaps the trickier question is whether a defendant who doesn’t meet the strict standards for a justification instruction
always loses the right to defend him or herself or others in all cases. It isn’t difficult to imagine a situation where the
defendant might not meet the standard for justification (and thus is contemporaneously committing a felony), but the
use of defensive force was still necessary to protect life and the requirements of self-defense were otherwise met. Or
even more broadly, what about when a defendant contemporaneously commits a felony (any felony) completely
unrelated to the need for self-defense? Is there a due process limit on the disqualification in that scenario? And does
the disqualification apply to both statutory and common law self-defense? Mercer perhaps raises more questions than
it answers in this regard.

Moving on to procedure, when deciding the case, should the jury first have to determine whether or not the possession
of the weapon was justified before they are instructed on self-defense? Or, would the question of justification be part of
the larger self-defense instructions? If the former, a special verdict form might be useful. We’ll have to wait for
additional cases to see how justification works in other circumstances. If you have thoughts on Mercer, justification, or
self-defense (or the Charlotte candy man), post a comment and let me know.
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Self-defense, Intent to Kill and the Duty to RetreatSelf-defense, Intent to Kill and the Duty to Retreat
Posted on Sep. 18, 2018, 9:44 am by Phil Dixon • 2 comments

Consider the following scenario: Driver Dan is traveling down
a dark county two-lane road in his sedan. Traffic is light but
slow due to the cold weather and mist. Another driver in a
truck appears behind Dan and starts tailgating him, getting
within a few feet of his bumper. After unsuccessfully trying to
pass Dan, the other driver begins tailgating Dan even more,
now staying within inches of his bumper. When the cars
ahead turn off and the road is clear,  slows to let the other
driver pass, but the other driver continues closely riding
Dan’s bumper for several miles, flashing high beams at times.
Eventually, the other driver pulls alongside Dan and begins
“pacing” him, staying beside Dan’s car instead of passing.
The other driver then begins to veer into Dan’s lane, forcing
Dan’s passenger-side tires off the road. As Dan feels the
steering wheel begin to shake, he fears losing control of his
car and decides to defend himself with his (lawfully
possessed) pistol. He aims through his open window at the
other driver’s front tire and shoots, striking it and halting the
other vehicle. The other driver stops without further incident,
and Dan leaves. Dan is eventually charged with shooting into
an occupied and operating vehicle, a class D felony and
general intent crime.

Pop quiz: taking the evidence in the light most
favorable to the defendant, is Dan entitled to a self-

defense instruction?

No, because Dan did not intend to kill the other driver
when he shot at the tire

No, because Dan could have stopped his car
Yes, but without the no-duty-to-retreat language in the

instruction
Yes, with the no-duty-to-retreat language, because Dan

intended to shoot the tire and was in a place he had a lawful
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Trial. At least according to the defendant’s evidence, those
were essentially the facts in State v. Ayers, ___ N.C. App.
___ (Sept. 4, 2018); temp. stay allowed, ___ N.C. ___ (Sept.
12, 2018). The defendant was a 49 year-old retired Army
paratrooper. He was returning from the Veterans
Administration hospital in Durham in January 2015 when the
above events occurred. He testified at trial to his fear and his
intent to shoot the tire. He thought at the time: “I don’t have
to shoot the guy. I can just disable his vehicle.” Slip Op. at 5.
The trial judge instructed the jury on self-defense pursuant to
N.C.P.I-Crim. 308.45, but omitted the no-duty-to-retreat
language of the pattern instruction, consistent with choice C)
above. The jury convicted (although, notably, the judge
found extraordinary mitigation and suspended the sentence).
The defendant appealed, arguing that the jury should have
been instructed that he had no duty to retreat under G.S.
14-51.3.

Entitlement to Self-Defense Instruction. Before
addressing whether the defendant had a duty to retreat, the
court implicitly considered the State’s preliminary argument
on appeal (seen in its brief)—that the defendant wasn’t
entitled to a self-defense instruction at all since he didn’t
shoot with the intent to kill the other driver. Any error in the
trial judge’s omission of the no-duty-to-retreat language from
the instructions was therefore harmless. The Court of Appeals
rejected this view, clarifying the intent needed to justify a
self-defense instruction:

Although the Supreme Court has held that a self-
defense instruction is not available where the
defendant claims the victim’s death was an ‘accident’,
each of these cases involved facts where the
defendant testified he did not intend to strike the
blow. For example, a self-defense instruction is not
available where the defendant states he killed the
victim because his gun accidentally discharged. A
self-defense instruction is not available when a
defendant claims he was only firing a warning shot
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that was not intended to strike the victim. These lines
of cases are factually distinguishable from the present
case and are not controlling, because it is undisputed
Defendant intended to ‘strike the blow’ and shoot [the
other driver’s] tires, even if he did not intend to kill
[him]. Id. at 10 (internal citations omitted).

In other words, it was the intentional use of force against his
assailant that mattered, not whether the defendant meant for
the “blow” to specifically kill. The court said that self-defense,
at least in the context of this case, did not require lethal
intent, merely a “general intent to strike the blow.” Id. at 8.
John Rubin has been analyzing this issue for several years,
both in his book on self-defense and in recent blog posts. Be
sure to read his comments at the end of this post, where he
explains his views in greater detail.

Duty to Retreat. Turning to the question of whether the jury
was properly instructed, the State advanced the argument
that the defendant had no right to “stand his ground,” in part
because he wasn’t “standing” anywhere:

In the present case, defendant was not standing
anywhere. He was in motion on a highway. Nor, by
virtue of defendant being in motion, could he
necessarily retreat. Defendant is essentially
contending that he had a right to stay the course, or
to stay in motion driving upwards of thirty miles per
hour on a busy highway, rather than a duty to stop to
avoid the necessary use of force. Brief of State-
Appellee at 29, State v. Ayers, ___ N.C. App. ___
(Sept. 4, 2018).

Therefore, the argument went, there was no error in failing to
instruct the jury on no-duty-to-retreat.

The court rejected this argument and held that the defendant
had no duty to retreat on a public highway. G.S. 14-51.3(a)
states, in pertinent part: “A person is justified in the use of
deadly force and does not have a duty to retreat in any place
he or she has a lawful right to be if . . . (1) He or she
reasonably believes that such force is necessary to prevent
imminent death or great bodily harm to himself or herself or
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another.” The highway was a public place where the
defendant was lawfully present in his own vehicle and, under
the statute, he had no duty to stop to avoid the use of force.
“Defendant was under no legal obligation to stop, pull off the
road, veer from his lane of travel, or to engage his brakes
and risk endangering himself.” Id. at 13. Thus, the no-duty-
to-retreat language of the instruction should have been
given, and the failure to do so was prejudicial. “Without the
jury being instructed that Defendant had no duty to retreat
from a place where he lawfully had a right to be, the jury
could have determined, as the prosecutor argued in closing,
that Defendant was under a legal obligation to cower and
retreat.” Id. The court’s holding reinforces the breadth of the
statutory language that a person has the right to “stand” his
or her ground in any lawful place, even when driving and not
literally standing.

Takeaway. So, the answer to the poll is D): The defendant
was entitled to a self-defense instruction, including a no-
duty-to retreat provision. To be clear, the court doesn’t say
that the defensive force was justified by the defendant in
Ayers. The court recognized, however, that whether the
defendant’s use of force was reasonable is a question of fact
for the jury to determine upon proper instructions. For, as the
court observed in its concluding remarks: “Self-preservation
is the most basic and fundamental natural right any individual
possesses.” Id. at 14.

Category: Crimes and Elements, Uncategorized | Tags: duty to
retreat, intent to kill, self-defense, State v. Ayers

2 comments on “Self-defense, Intent to Kill and the Duty to

Retreat”

John Rubin
September 18, 2018 at 10:43 am

Ayers is an important development with respect to the
troublesome question of whether a defendant must intend
to kill to rely on self-defense, a requirement that made its
way into North Carolina case law in the 1990s and has
appeared in some non-homicide cases more recently. At
least on the facts of the case before it, the court in Ayers
recognized that a person who intentionally uses force,
including deadly force, against another person is entitled
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to rely on self-defense, whether or not he or she intended
to kill. The case leaves some issues open about other
offenses and circumstances, however.
• The court in Ayers stated that shooting into occupied
property is a general intent crime; therefore, it was
sufficient for the defendant to have the general intent to
“strike the blow” of intentionally firing at the other vehicle.
Does this mean that the defendant in Ayers could not have
relied on self-defense if charged with a specific intent
crime, such as assault with a deadly weapon with intent to
kill? Such a rule could continue to create confusion over
the intent required of the defendant. Thus, if the
defendant denied the intent to kill, he could not rely on
self-defense to assault with a deadly weapon with intent to
kill but arguably could rely on self-defense to the lesser
offense of assault with a deadly weapon. Apart from being
potentially confusing to the jury, it is not clear why the
charge chosen by the State, and the elements of the
charged offense, should determine whether a jury decides
whether a defendant’s intentional, defensive act is justified
in self-defense.
• The court in Ayers relied on a North Carolina Supreme
Court decision from the 1990s, State v. Richardson, 341
N.C. 585 (1995), in which the Supreme Court sought to
clarify the intent required of a defendant. In Richardson,
the Supreme Court held that a specific intent to kill is not
actually required for a defendant to rely on self-defense
against a murder charge. The court in Ayers observed
that, like the charge before it, the charge in Richardson
was a general intent crime—second-degree murder. Thus,
Ayers suggests that self-defense is available as a defense
to second-degree murder whether or not the defendant
intended to kill. It does not appear, however, that the
Supreme Court in Richardson intended to limit its holding
to second-degree murder (despite later decisions finding
an intent-to-kill requirement without discussing the impact
of Richardson). The Supreme Court stated generally that
although the pattern jury instructions on self-defense for
murder required that the defendant have reasonably
believed in the need to kill to defend against death or
great bodily harm, the instruction didn’t mean, and the
jury would not have interpreted the instruction as
requiring, that the defendant must have had the intent to
kill.
• The Ayers court continued to distinguish cases in which
the defendant does not specifically intend to injure another
person, as in cases in which the defendant fires a warning
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shot defensively and hits the victim. In that instance, the
defendant does not intend to “strike the blow.” This
approach distinguishes the facts in Ayers from a decision
last year involving a charge of shooting into occupied
property, State v. Fitts, ___ N.C. App. ___, 803 S.E.2d
654 (2017). There, the court held that the defendant was
not entitled to rely on self-defense where he fired behind
him while running in the opposite direction and hit the
victim in a car. While the court in Fitts stated the
defendant must have intended to kill to rely on self-
defense, which the court found he did not have, the facts
seem to be in accord with the approach in Ayers. Thus,
when a person intentionally fires at a vehicle, he or she
intends to “strike the blow” and may rely on self-defense,
as in Ayers; when a person fires without regard to whether
he hits a vehicle, he may not rely on self-defense, as in
Fitts. The drawback to this approach is that it continues to
draw potentially difficult distinctions about the defendant’s
intent. Arguably, a clearer approach would be to allow self-
defense when the defendant engages in an intentional,
defensive act, whether the act is a shot at a person, a
warning shot, a struggle over a gun, or other intentional
act; and to disallow self-defense and permit the defendant
to rely on accident only when the defendant acts
inadvertently, as when the defendant is cleaning a gun,
pointing a gun at someone in jest, or engaging in other
non-defensive acts. New G.S. 14-51.3 provides support for
an approach not dependent on the exact intent of the
defendant, as it allows nondeadly force when a defendant
reasonably believes the conduct is necessary to defendant
against imminent, unlawful force and allows deadly force
when a defendant reasonably believes such force is
necessary to prevent imminent death or great bodily harm.

Reply
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Earlier this year, in State v. Gomola, ___ N.C. App. ___, 810 S.E.2d 797 (Feb. 6, 2018), the Court of Appeals
addressed a self-defense issue that has sometimes puzzled the North Carolina courts. The question in Gomola was
whether a person can rely on self-defense to a charge of involuntary manslaughter. The Court answered with a
decisive yes . . . if the basis for the involuntary manslaughter charge is an unlawful act such as an assault or affray.

The Conflict in Gomola. The events leading to the death of the decedent in Gomola were as follows. Some of the
evidence came from a video of the incident, some from the testimony of witnesses. The defendant and friends were at
a waterfront bar overlooking a marina in Morehead City. One of the defendant’s friends saw another customer throw a
beer bottle over the railing into the water and asked the customer not to do it again. When the defendant’s friend made
this request, the decedent shoved him. The defendant stepped in and shoved the decedent, who fell over the railing
into the water. The video showed that within six to eight seconds the people at the bar were trying to locate the
decedent in the water. He did not resurface and drowned. An autopsy showed that the decedent had a blood alcohol
content of .30 or more at the time of his death.

The evidence conflicted over whether the defendant did more than shove the decedent. Some testimony indicated that
he flipped the decedent over the railing, but other testimony indicated that his role was limited to an initial shove after
his friend was shoved by the decedent. The video did not capture the entire scene.

The defendant was charged with involuntary manslaughter. The trial judge instructed the jury that it could find the
defendant guilty if it found beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant acted unlawfully and that his unlawful act
proximately caused the decedent’s death. The trial judge further instructed the jury that the “unlawful act” was the
crime of participating in an affray, a fight between two or more people in a public place. The trial judge denied the
defendant’s request to instruct the jury on defense of others, and the jury convicted the defendant of involuntary
manslaughter.

The Court’s Decision. The Court of Appeals held that the trial judge properly instructed the jury on involuntary
manslaughter because the jury could find that the defendant acted unlawfully in shoving the decedent and that the
shove proximately caused the decedent’s death. The trial judge erred, however, by refusing to instruct the jury on
defense of others as a defense to the crime of affray, the underlying act for involuntary manslaughter in the case.

The Court recognized that a person may legally use nondeadly force in defense of another person (as well as in
defense of one’s self) in response to unlawful force. The Court found that the use of nondeadly force in defense of
others is a valid defense under both the common law and statutory law, specifically, G.S. 14-51.3, which describes the
statutory standard for defense of person (self or others). The Court held that the defense is proper in a case in which
the defendant is charged with affray or assault as well as in a case in which the defendant is charged with involuntary
manslaughter based on those offenses and, presumably, other acts to which self-defense would normally apply. Taking
the evidence in the light most favorable to the defendant, as courts must do in deciding whether to instruct the jury on a
defense, the Court concluded that the jury could have found from the evidence that the defendant’s actions were
limited to protecting his friend, who had just been assaulted by the decedent. The defendant therefore was entitled to
an instruction on defense of others in connection with the trial judge’s instruction on affray. Had the jury received this
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additional instruction, it could have found that the defendant’s involvement in the affray was lawful and therefore that
the defendant was not guilty of involuntary manslaughter. The Court reversed the conviction and ordered a new trial.

Open Issues. The Court of Appeals distinguished an earlier decision, State v. Alston, 161 N.C. App. 367 (2003), which
held that “‘self-defense, as an intentional act, [cannot] serve as an excuse for the negligence or recklessness required
for a conviction of involuntary manslaughter’ under the culpable negligence prong.” Gomola, 810 S.E.2d at 802
(quoting Alston) (emphasis in original). The Gomola court found this holding inapplicable to the case before it because
the State’s theory was that the defendant intentionally committed an unlawful act by participating in an affray. “And
certainly self-defense/defense of others may serve as an excuse for intentionally participating in a fight.” Id.

The Court in Gomola did not rule out the possibility that self-defense or defense of others may be available as a
defense to involuntary manslaughter when the State relies on the culpable negligence prong. In the earlier 
Alston decision, the defendant challenged his conviction of involuntary manslaughter on the ground that the trial judge
erred in failing to instruct the jury on self-defense at all. In finding that the failure to instruct on self-defense did not
invalidate the involuntary manslaughter conviction, the court reasoned that a reasonable juror could have found from
the evidence that the defendant and decedent were struggling with each other, that the decedent introduced a gun
during the struggle, and that at some point during the struggle the defendant handled the gun and shot the decedent.
From this evidence, according to the court in Alston, the jury could have found that the defendant shot the decedent in
a culpably negligent or reckless manner without the intent to assault or kill him. If the jury so found, self-defense would
not be a defense because it requires an intentional act.

The distinction in Alston seems questionable or, at the least, difficult to apply. It isn’t clear from the decision what
actions the defendant took that were allegedly reckless or culpably negligent. In trying to wrest the gun from his
assailant, the defendant in Alston certainly was acting intentionally and defensively even if the fatal shot was
unintentional. It would probably come as a surprise to someone who found himself in that situation to learn that the law
of self-defense would not protect his actions.

Other decisions over the last several years have also imposed intent requirements that people might consider
counterintuitive. See John Rubin, A Warning Shot about Self-Defense, N.C. Crim. L. Blog (Sept. 7, 2016). For example,
in State v. Cook, ___ N.C. App. ___, 802 S.E.2d 575 (2017), the Court of Appeals held that the defendant was not
entitled to rely on self-defense against a felony assault charge when he feared that intruders were trying to break down
the door to his bedroom and he fired at the door in response. (The defendant’s evidence also showed that he jumped
out of the window into the snow, wearing only a tank top and underwear, and ran to a neighbor’s house to call the
police, not realizing that the police were the ones trying to get into his bedroom.) The Court of Appeals found that the
defendant’s testimony that he shot at the door, not at his attackers, showed that he did not fear death or great bodily
injury, a requirement for the use of deadly force in self-defense. According to the decision, a defendant is not entitled to
have the jury instructed on self-defense if he testifies that he was not trying to shoot his attacker.

Two of the three appellate judges in Cook expressed doubts about this approach. One dissented and one concurred,
with the concurring judge observing that the dissenting judge’s approach “more accurately represents what most
citizens would believe our law to be and what I believe self-defense law should be in our state.” 802 S.E.2d at 579
(emphasis in original). The concurring judge encouraged the Supreme Court “to reverse our ruling today and accept
the reasoning of the dissent.” Id. The North Carolina Supreme Court affirmed the decision per curiam without
elaboration. ___ N.C. ___, 809 S.E.2d 566 (2018).

A simpler approach would seem to be to consider whether the defendant intended to take the actions he took to defend
himself—whether they involved struggling over a gun, shooting at a door, or other defensive actions. See generally 2
Wayne R. LaFave, Substantive Criminal Law § 10.4(c) at 200 & nn. 32–33 (3d ed. 2018) (defendant must have a
reasonable belief “as to the need for force of the amount used”); Beard v. United States, 158 U.S. 550, 560 (1895)
(question for jury was whether defendant had reasonable grounds to believe and in good faith believed he could not
save his life or protect himself from great bodily harm “except by doing what he did”). This approach would still require
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a determination of whether the defendant acted reasonably in taking the actions he took and met the other
requirements of self-defense. But, the defense would not stand or fall on the basis of whether the defendant acted with
a more specific intent.

Earlier decisions in North Carolina provide some support for this approach. See John Rubin, The Law of Self-Defense
in North Carolina at 22 & n.4, 41–53 (UNC School of Government, 1996). North Carolina's self-defense statutes also
may have an impact. G.S. 14-51.3 states that a person is justified in using force other than deadly force when the
person reasonably believes that “the conduct” is necessary to defend one’s self or other person against another's use
of “unlawful force.” The quoted language may justify a person's use of nondeadly force against unlawful force, whether
deadly or nondeadly, if it was reasonable for the person to believe that his or her actions were necessary. 

By focusing on the defensive action taken by the defendant and not the result intended, decisions such as 
Gomola come closer to this approach. Intent requirements are currently a part of our self-defense law, however.
Although difficult to apply in real time, they must be carefully considered by defendants who are charged criminally and
who are evaluating the availability of self-defense in their case.
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So say two statutes enacted by the General Assembly in 2011 as part of its revision of North Carolina’s self-defense
law. G.S. 14-51.2(e) and G.S. 14-51.3(b) both state that a person who uses force as permitted by those statutes—in
defense of home, workplace, and vehicle under the first statute and in defense of self or others under the second
statute—“is justified in using such force and is immune from civil or criminal liability for the use of such force . . . .” What
does this protection mean in criminal cases? No North Carolina appellate cases have addressed the self-defense
immunity provision. This blog post addresses possible implications.

Does North Carolina’s immunity provision merely confirm that a person may rely on self-defense as an
affirmative defense at trial and, if successful, not be convicted? Or, does it do more?

The immunity provision may do more. It may create a mechanism for a defendant to obtain a determination by the
court, before trial, that he or she lawfully used defensive force and is entitled to dismissal of the charges.

Several states now have self-defense immunity provisions. The exact wording varies. Some have explicit procedures
for determining immunity (see Ala. Code § 13A-3-23), but most are silent. In interpreting these statutes, the courts
agree that the immunity provision does “not merely provide that a defendant cannot be convicted as a result of legally
justified force.” See Dennis v. State, 51 So.3d 456, 462 (Fla. 2010). Surveying the various states with immunity
provisions, one commentator has observed: “There is consensus that “Stand Your Ground” statutory immunity is not
an affirmative defense, but rather a true immunity to be raised pretrial.” See Benjamin M. Boylston, Immune Disorder:
Uncertainty Regarding the Application of “Stand Your Ground” Laws, 20 Barry Law Review 25, 34 (Fall 2014).

North Carolina’s immunity statute is in the silent camp. It does not describe procedures for determining immunity or
elaborate on the meaning of the term. The statute appears to distinguish between defensive force as an affirmative
defense and defensive force as the basis for immunity, providing that a person who meets the statutory requirements
for defensive force is “justified” in using such force and is “immune” from liability. The first term appears to afford the
defendant an affirmative defense—a justification—against criminal charges, while the second term appears to afford the
defendant something more. See also G.S. 15A-954(a)(9) (providing that on motion of defendant court must dismiss
charges if defendant has been granted immunity by law from prosecution).

North Carolina’s self-defense immunity provisions may differ in that they protect a person from criminal “liability” while
other states’ provisions protect a person from criminal “prosecution.” See, e.g., Fla. Stat. § § 776.032(a) (protecting
person from criminal prosecution and civil action and defining criminal prosecution as including arresting, detaining in
custody, and charging or prosecuting); Colo. Rev. Stat. § 18-1-704.5 (protecting person from criminal prosecution and
civil liability but not defining terms). Whether the difference is legally significant is unclear.

Have other state courts interpreted their self-defense immunity statutes as giving the defendant a right to a
pretrial hearing on immunity?

Yes. Although the courts differ on the requirements for such hearings, discussed below, they have found that their self-
defense immunity statutes give defendants the right to a pretrial hearing to determine immunity. See, e.g., People v.
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Guenther, 740 P.2d 971, 975 (Colo. 1987).

In what kinds of cases involving defensive force have courts found a right to a pretrial immunity
determination?

The answer depends on the particular statute. For example, the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals held that its
immunity provision applies to all claims of self-defense, not just those involving a “stand-your-ground” defense. Malone
v. State, 2016 WL 3136212 (Ala. Crim. App., June 3, 2016). The Colorado Supreme Court held that its immunity
statute applies to occupants of dwellings who use force against an unlawful entry as provided in its statute. Guenther,
740 P.2d at 979.

North Carolina’s immunity provision is included in both G.S. 14-51.2 and G.S. 14-51.3, which together cover defense
of home, workplace, vehicle, and person. Therefore, regardless of its exact meaning, the immunity provision applies to
the use of defensive force in compliance with either statute.

What is the standard of proof at a pretrial immunity determination?

Most courts have held that the defendant has the burden to establish immunity by a preponderance of the evidence. 
See State v. Manning, 2016 WL 4658956 (S.C., Sept. 7, 2016); Bretherick v. State, 170 So.3d 766, 779 (Fla. 2015); 
Bunn v. State, 667 S.E.2d 605, 608 (Ga. 2008); Guenther, 740 P.2d at 981; see also Harrison v. State, 2015 WL
9263815 (Ala. Crim. App., Dec. 18, 2015) (adopting this burden before statute was revised to impose this burden).
Because the defendant has the burden of proof, presumably the defendant presents evidence first.

Courts taking this view have rejected other burdens making it easier or harder for the State to resist immunity motions.
For example, the Florida Supreme Court held that the existence of disputed issues of material fact (a standard
common to summary judgment motions in civil cases) does not warrant a denial of immunity. See Dennis, 51 So.2d at
462–63. Similarly, the Florida Supreme Court held that the existence of probable cause does not warrant a denial of
immunity; the court reasoned that its legislature intended the immunity provision to provide greater rights than already
existed under Florida law. Id. at 463. The Florida Supreme Court refused, however, to require the State to prove
beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant did not lawfully use defensive force, the standard at trial. See
Bretherick, 170 So.2d at 775 (also citing decisions from other jurisdictions; two justices dissented).

Kansas and Kentucky appellate courts have held that the State need only establish probable cause that the defendant
did not lawfully use defensive force. See State v. Ultreras, 295 P.3d 1020 (Kan. 2013); Rodgers v. Commonwealth, 285
S.W.3d 740, 756 (Ky. 2009). The Kansas Supreme Court has also held that a trial judge may set aside on immunity
grounds a jury verdict of guilty. See State v. Barlow, 368 P.3d 331 (Kan. 2016).

What is the nature of the hearing?

In states in which the defendant has the burden of establishing immunity, the trial court holds an evidentiary hearing
and resolves factual disputes. See, e.g., Dennis, 51 So.3d at 462–63; Guenther, 740 P.2d at 981. The South Carolina
Supreme Court recently held that a judge may decide the immunity issue without an evidentiary hearing if undisputed
evidence, such as witness statements, show that the defendant has not met his or her burden of proof. See State v.
Manning, 2016 WL 4658956 (S.C., Sept. 7, 2016).

Kentucky and Kansas, which require only that the State establish probable cause that the defendant did not lawfully
use defensive force, differ from each other. The Kentucky courts have held that an evidentiary hearing is not required
and that the State may meet its burden with other record evidence. See Rodgers, 285 S.W.3d at 755–56. The Kansas
Court of Appeals has held that an evidentiary hearing is required and that the rules of evidence apply at such hearings,
but the judge should construe the evidence in a light favorable to the State, resolving conflicts in the evidence to the
State’s benefit and against immunity. See State v. Hardy, 347 P.3d 222, 228 (Kan. Ct. App. 2015), review granted, ___
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P.3d ___ (Kan., Apr. 21 2016)

In all of the states, the court must dismiss the charges if the defendant prevails. See also Fair v. State, 664 S.E.2d 227,
230 (Ga. 2008) (holding that trial court may not reserve ruling until trial).

Is the defendant barred from relying on self-defense at trial if he or she loses a pretrial immunity motion?

No. Courts in other states have recognized that a defendant still may rely on defensive force as an affirmative defense
at trial under the standards of proof applicable to the trial of criminal cases. See, e.g., Bretherick, 170 So.3d at 778; 
Bunn, 667 S.E.2d at 608. In North Carolina, the State has the burden at trial to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that
the defendant did not lawfully use defensive force.

As the foregoing indicates, the North Carolina self-defense immunity provision raises several questions, which await
further answers.
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9.4 Effective Sentencing Advocacy 
 

The rules of evidence do not apply to sentencing hearings—any evidence that a court 
deems to have probative value may be received, including evidence of racial disparities. 
N.C. R. EVID. 1101(b)(3). Relevant information may include the client’s cultural 
background; his or her experience with prejudice, racial profiling, or other forms of 
disadvantage; statistics reflecting racial disparities in the justice system; and social 
science evidence on the influence of implicit bias. In short, the door is open at sentencing 
in a way that it may not be at trial for defenders to place the full context of a client’s life 
experience before the court and advocate for a just result. This section is not a 
comprehensive treatment of sentencing advocacy, but instead an outline of possibilities.  
 
A. Early Advocacy 

 
Sentencing advocacy begins at the outset of representation and lasts until the conclusion 
of your client’s case. Rebecca Ballard DiLoreto, Disparate Impact: Racial Bias in the 
Sentencing and Plea Bargaining Process, THE ADVOCATE, May 2008, at 15. In the initial 
client interview, counsel should begin to seek information not only about the charged 
offense, but also about the client’s life, including his or her immigration status, children, 
public benefits, experiences with the police, cultural background, family obligations, 
mental health, substance abuse history, employment, housing, and educational 
background. Robin Steinberg, Addressing Racial Disparity in the Criminal Justice 
System Through Holistic Defense, THE CHAMPION, July 2013, at 51, 52; see also The 
Bronx Defenders Arraignment Checklist, BRONXDEFENDERS.ORG (last visited Sept. 19, 
2014). Such a “holistic” approach to advocacy may help to reduce potential racial 
disparities at sentencing and other stages of the case, and may have additional benefits, 
including:  
 
1. An understanding of your client’s life will strengthen your relationship with your 

client, particularly if he or she differs from you in terms of racial, ethnic, cultural, or 
socioeconomic background.  
 

2. An early understanding of your client’s background, community, and individual 
challenges and opportunities will strengthen your argument for pretrial release. 
Pretrial release may decrease the chances that your client will receive a sentence of 
incarceration. See supra Chapter 4, Pretrial Release. 

 
3. Early understanding of your client’s struggles, needs, and assets provides an 

opportunity to help the client get engaged in beneficial activities, employment, or 
programs that may serve as mitigating factors in plea negotiations and at the 
sentencing hearing. See James Tibensky, What a Sentencing Advocate Can Do in a 
Non-Capital Case, CORNERSTONE, Fall 2004, at 9. 

 
4. Implicit bias research indicates that bias is most pronounced when individuals are 

unwilling to consider the possibility that they may be influenced by bias. In contrast, 
humility about the possible influence of bias causes people to think more carefully 
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and deliberately and may minimize the influence of bias. See generally Emily Pronin, 
Perception and Misperception of Bias in Human Judgment, 11 TRENDS COGNITIVE 
SCI. 37 (2007). In the context of indigent representation, this research suggests that 
listening carefully and making an effort to avoid prejudgments about the conditions of 
your client’s life will minimize the risk that you will make race-based assumptions 
about his or her circumstances. 

 
B. Data and Record Collection 

 
Data collection. Defense attorneys can benefit from gathering data concerning the 
individuals and communities they serve. Defender offices may rely on interns, volunteers, 
paralegals, or investigators to collect the following information. 
 
1. Sentencing patterns in your district. The biographical data collected on intake 

forms, including the client’s charges, prior record level, and racial and ethnic identity, 
may be entered into a database with the client’s identity removed, so that defense 
counsel can track outcomes received by various categories of clients. For example, 
during plea negotiations, defense counsel may present the prosecutor with any data 
showing that Black defendants disproportionately received active sentences for the 
charge in question over the previous year in comparison with White defendants at the 
same prior record level. Sentences may be influenced by decisions that occur at 
earlier stages of the criminal justice process; therefore, it is important to record 
relevant data from all stages of a case, including the original charges, plea offers, plea 
entered, and sentences as well as any presentencing report or sentencing plan 
prepared before sentencing. See infra “Presentence reports and sentencing plans” in § 
9.4E, Sentencing Hearing Advocacy. 
 

2. Favorable outcomes. The office may maintain a file containing favorable plea offers 
and sentences that clients have received, including departures from presumptive 
ranges, deferred prosecutions, opportunities to receive substantial assistance 
departures pursuant to G.S. 90-95(h)(5), and charge dismissals, to use in plea 
negotiations and sentencing hearings. This data should include the race and ethnic 
background of the clients and the identity of the prosecutors and judges involved. The 
paralegal, administrative assistant, intern, or investigator tasked with collecting such 
information should make note of cases in which prosecutors declined to habitualize 
clients or declined to pursue trafficking charges.  
 

3. Sentencing patterns of judges. Defenders may collect data on the sentencing 
patterns of judges, including which judges have found extraordinary mitigation 
pursuant to G.S. 15A-1340.13(g), which judges have a record of granting community-
based sentences, and which judges have been receptive to arguments about implicit 
biases or sentencing disparities.  
 

4. Statewide averages. In addition to collecting data, defenders may make use of 
available data sources reflecting the racial composition of those convicted of various 
offenses and the average sentences received for the charges your client faces. The 
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North Carolina Sentencing and Policy Advisory Commission prepares annual reports 
reflecting the type of and length of sentences imposed for all convictions. See North 
Carolina Sentencing and Policy Advisory Commission, Structured Sentencing 
Statistical Report for Felonies and Misdemeanors, NCCOURTS.ORG (last visited Sept. 
19, 2014); see also Jamie Markham, Sentencing Commission Annual Statistical 
Report, N.C. CRIM. L., UNC SCHOOL OF GOV’T BLOG (Sept. 19, 2013) (discussing the 
content and utility of the Commission’s annual reports). Another useful compilation 
of North Carolina criminal justice data disaggregated by race can be found at 
the North Carolina Advocates for Justice Racial Justice Task Force page. For 
example, if your client is facing marijuana charges in Durham County, you may 
consider obtaining statistics of overall enforcement of marijuana laws in Durham 
County. See, e.g., Ian Mance, Southern Coalition for Social Justice, Durham Police 
Department Stop-and-Search Data (on file with authors) (reporting that, in Durham, 
“African-Americans . . . are approximately four times as likely as whites to be 
arrested on a misdemeanor marijuana possession charge, despite strong evidence that 
both whites and blacks use the drug at roughly the same rate (11.7% v. 12.7%)”). 
While some of the data sources listed above reflect arrest and/or conviction rates 
rather than sentencing patterns, the information may be useful to reference in plea 
negotiations and at sentencing hearings. 
 

5. “School-to-prison pipeline.” You may consider collecting information about 
whether Black students are more likely to have school disciplinary problems referred 
to court, which leads to the development of criminal records at a young age. ASHLEY 
M. NELLIS, JUVENILE JUSTICE EVALUATION CENTER, SEVEN STEPS TO DEVELOP AND 
EVALUATE STRATEGIES TO REDUCE DISPROPORTIONATE MINORITY CONTACT (DMC) 
16 (2005). If your client’s criminal history was a result of a “school to prison 
pipeline” phenomenon, counsel can share the client’s experience with the prosecutor 
along with data reflecting such disparities. See, e.g., Matt Cregor & Damon 
Hewitt, Dismantling the School-to-Prison Pipeline: A Survey from the Field, 
POVERTY AND RACE (Poverty & Race Research Action Council, Washington D.C.), 
Jan.–Feb. 2011, at 5; SUSAN MCCARTER & JASON BARNETT, THE SCHOOL-TO-PRISON 
PIPELINE: IMPLICATIONS FOR NORTH CAROLINA SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS 15 (2013) 
(according to the N.C. Department of Public Safety, Division of Juvenile Justice, for 
students aged 15 and younger, “there were a total of 16,000 school-based delinquency 
complaints filed in 2011 and of this total, 46.2% of the complaints were filed against 
African-American students,” who made up 26.8% of the student population). 

 
The recently formed North Carolina Public Defender Committee on Racial Equity (NC 
PDCORE) may be able to assist in creating a standardized collection process for 
aggregating and analyzing this data for public defender offices. See NC PDCORE 
Website, NCIDS.COM (last visited Sept. 19, 2014). 
 
Record collection. It is critical to gather records relevant to potential mitigating factors, 
any alleged aggravating factors, and the sentence proposed. When a defense attorney fails 
to present evidence reflecting factors that may improve a defendant’s prospects at 
sentencing, she leaves an opening for assumptions about the defendant, potentially based 
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on racial or ethnic stereotypes, that may influence the discretionary process of sentencing. 
The following is a non-exclusive list of the type of records that may be useful: 
 
• Employment history: paychecks, attendance history, W-2 forms, letter from employer 
• Proof of education: transcript, class schedule, letter from registrar 
• Medical/mental health records 
• Any certifications and licenses 
• Any evaluation and treatment documents 
• Military documents 
• Client’s financial documents 
 
See Robert C. Kemp, III, Art of Sentencing (Feb. 15, 2013) (training material presented 
at New Felony Defender Training, 2013).  
 
C. Pretrial Strategies 

 
Poverty can negatively affect defendants at multiple stages of the case, including the 
sentencing phase. Poor defendants, the majority of whom are racial or ethnic minorities, 
are less likely to be released pretrial, more likely to be convicted, more likely to be 
sentenced to a term of incarceration, and more likely to receive lengthier sentences than 
similarly situated offenders with greater financial resources. See, e.g., Stephen Demuth, 
Racial and Ethnic Differences in Pretrial Release Decisions and Outcomes: A 
Comparison of Hispanic, Black, and White Felony Arrestees, 41 CRIMINOLOGY 873, 897 
(2003) (finding that Black and Latino defendants are “significantly less able to post 
bail”); GERARD RAINVILLE & BRIAN A. REAVES, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, 
FELONY DEFENDANTS IN LARGE URBAN COUNTIES, 2000 24 & Table 24 (2003) 
(concluding that defendants detained pretrial achieve worse outcomes). 
 
Defenders can play an important role in connecting indigent clients to services that 
address their extralegal needs and may lead to mitigating evidence for sentencing. 
Assessing clients’ needs and helping to identify appropriate community-based programs, 
activities, and services is an important aspect of client advocacy. See Robin Steinberg, 
Addressing Racial Disparity in the Criminal Justice System Through Holistic Defense, 
THE CHAMPION, JULY 2013, at 51, 52 (observing that “[s]eamless access to legal and 
nonlegal services . . . is crucial for clients from historically disenfranchised Black and 
Latino communities” and that lack of access to needed services has contributed to 
“instability, poverty, and criminal justice involvement”); see also ASHLEY NELLIS ET AL., 
THE SENTENCING PROJECT, REDUCING RACIAL DISPARITY IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
SYSTEM: A MANUAL FOR PRACTITIONERS AND POLICYMAKERS 15 (2d ed. 2008) (noting 
that, in assessing how racial minorities may be disadvantaged at the sentencing stage of a 
case, court actors should consider whether a “range of community-based alternatives to 
detention [are] available in the lower and superior courts [and whether] this range [is] 
offered at the same rate to minorities and nonminorities with similar offenses and offense 
histories”). Pretrial efforts by defenders may include: 
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1. Staying informed of available community-based programs, including those that may 
be particularly effective at serving racial or ethnic minorities, such as programs 
offered in multiple languages. To the extent possible, determine the record of success 
of the programs under consideration, and your client’s history, if any, with similar 
programs. One useful compilation of such programs is the Community Treatment and 
Resource Provider Directory an online directory maintained by the Office of Indigent 
Defense Services. See also Jamie Markham, County Resource Guide, N.C. CRIM. L., 
UNC SCHOOL OF GOV’T BLOG (September 26, 2013). 
 

2. Ensuring that the programs under consideration are culturally appropriate for your 
client. For example, if your client is Spanish-speaking, ensure that the drug treatment 
program under consideration provides programs in Spanish. 
 

3. Developing a specialized sentencing advocate or advocates in your office to 
investigate and develop mitigation evidence and address extralegal needs of clients. 
 

4. Considering whether to seek funding for a mitigation specialist. In serious cases—
including Class A, B1, and B2 felonies—defense attorneys should consider seeking 
funding to hire a mitigation specialist. Though these specialists typically work on 
capital cases, because of the stiff penalties attached to serious, non-capital felonies, 
you may be able to persuade a judge to approve funding for a mitigation specialist. 
Mitigation specialists are trained and experienced in obtaining evidence that may be 
difficult or time-consuming for a lawyer to obtain, including school records, and 
affidavits from teachers, neighbors, church officials, or others who can reflect on the 
struggles faced by your client. 
 

5. Considering whether it is in your client’s interest to seek a presentence report or 
sentencing plan. See infra § 9.5E, Sentencing Hearing Advocacy. 

 
D. Sentence Negotiation Strategies 

 
 Nationwide, approximately 95% of all felony convictions in state courts result from 

guilty pleas. MATTHEW R. DUROSE & PATRICK A. LANGAN, BUREAU OF JUSTICE 
STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, FELONY SENTENCES IN STATE COURTS, 2004 1 
(2004). For this reason, few stages of the criminal process are more crucial than plea 
negotiations. Since plea agreements in North Carolina may include a specific negotiated 
sentence, negotiations with prosecutors require the same knowledge, skills, and 
preparation required to handle a sentencing hearing. The following techniques may be 
helpful in addressing considerations of race during plea negotiations: 

 
1. By addressing the subject of race with the prosecutor when pertinent, you may be 

able to reduce the likelihood that either of you will allow implicit biases to affect 
decision-making in the sentence negotiation process. See Cynthia Lee, Making Race 
Salient: Trayvon Martin and Implicit Bias in a Not Yet Post-Racial Society, 91 N.C. 
L. REV. 1555 (2013) (summarizing research findings indicating that open discussions 
of race can reduce the operation of implicit biases).  
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2. In negotiating a sentence, it may be useful to describe to the prosecutor what you 
have learned about the client’s circumstances and the pressures he or she confronts, 
e.g., the influence of poverty, racial profiling, mental illness, or family circumstances. 
See James Tibensky, What a Sentencing Advocate Can Do in a Non-Capital Case, 
CORNERSTONE, Fall 2004, at 9; see also Rebecca Ballard DiLoreto, Disparate 
Impact: Racial Bias in the Sentencing and Plea Bargaining Process, THE ADVOCATE, 
May 2008, at 15, 20 (describing plea negotiations as a time when the prosecutor may 
be persuaded to “see helping your client as part of a larger systemic effort to do 
justice”). If defense counsel has a mitigation video about the client (see infra 
“Practice note” in § 9.4E, Sentencing Hearing Advocacy (discussing mitigation 
videos)), counsel may consider sharing the video with the prosecutor during plea 
negotiations. 
 

3. Present the prosecutor with any statistics, disaggregated by race and ethnicity, of 
disparate sentencing and/or enforcement associated with the charges your client faces. 
See supra § 9.4B, Data and Record Collection. Even where such evidence may be 
insufficient to support a successful equal protection claim, prosecutors may be 
persuaded to reduce charges in light of such information. See supra “Case study: 
Pretextual traffic stops” in § 2.6B, The Fourth Amendment and Pretextual Traffic 
Stops (describing case in which public defender presented evidence of disparate 
enforcement to a prosecutor, who thereafter agreed to drop charges against her client). 
 

4. Alert the prosecutor where there is evidence or data to suggest that your client’s prior 
criminal history may have been influenced by improper racial considerations. See 
supra § 9.4B, Data and Record Collection. 

 
5. Ensure that the opportunity to provide substantial assistance does not differ 

depending on the race of the defendant. For example, in cases involving drug 
trafficking charges, research from the federal criminal justice system indicates that 
Black and Latino offenders were significantly less likely to be recommended for 
substantial assistance departures, even when offense severity, criminal history, and 
the tendencies of the sentencing judge were taken into consideration. David Mustard, 
Racial, Ethnic, and Gender Disparities in Sentencing: Evidence from the Federal 
Courts, 44 J.L. & ECON. 285, 308–09 Table 10 (2001). It has been suggested that 
these disparities result from the tendency to assign qualities such as “sympathetic” or 
“salvageable” disproportionately to White offenders. Ilene H. Nagel & Stephen J. 
Schulhofer, A Tale of Three Cities: An Empirical Study of Charging and Bargaining 
Practices Under the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, 66 S. CAL. L. REV. 501 (1992) 
(introducing the concept of a “salvageable” or “sympathetic” defendant into the 
analysis of substantial assistance departures). The discretionary decision regarding a 
substantial assistance departure is a crucial one in North Carolina, as it is essentially 
the only way that people convicted under drug trafficking statutes in North Carolina 
(carrying mandatory minimum terms of imprisonment and fines) can receive a 
mitigated sentence. Jamie Markham, Options to Mitigate Sentences for Drug 
Trafficking, N.C. CRIM. L., UNC SCHOOL OF GOV’T BLOG (August 15, 2013). 
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6. Be prepared with any data showing that White defendants facing similar charges have 
received more lenient sentences than faced by your minority client. See supra § 9.4B, 
Data and Record Collection. 

 
7. Know your client well enough before plea negotiations to distinguish him or her from 

potential racial or ethnic stereotypes. For example, counter possible stereotypes of 
your client as a gang member because he is a young, Latino male who lives in an area 
where the Latin Kings gang is active. Evidence such as school attendance records, 
work records, or a letter from a local leader such as a pastor may assist in 
individualizing the client. Testimony from such character witnesses could also be 
included in a mitigation video. See infra “Practice note” in § 9.4E, Sentencing 
Hearing Advocacy. 

 
8. If you present evidence of racial disparities to the prosecutor in negotiating a 

suggested plea and sentence, avoid stating or implying that the prosecutor is 
responsible for the disparities; doing so misstates the possible causes of disparities 
and may provoke defensiveness. Instead, frame the sentence you seek as an 
opportunity to offset factors that may have contributed to racial disparities (see supra 
§ 1.3, Potential Factors Relevant to Racial Disparities in the Criminal Justice 
System), stressing that the sentencing stage provides the court system with a unique 
opportunity to achieve a just result for all involved. 

 
E. Sentencing Hearing Advocacy 

 
Effective sentencing advocacy involves the development of a sentencing theory that 
counsel can present to the judge in a sentencing hearing and/or sentencing memorandum. 
A sentencing theory serves to convince the court that the sentence you are asking the 
court to impose serves the interests of all relevant stakeholders, including the victim, the 
community, and the defendant. For example, if your theory is that your client suffers 
from drug addiction and the sentence you seek is an intermediate sentence at a drug 
treatment facility, be prepared to explain to the court how this result is in the best 
interests of all relevant stakeholders. See THE SENTENCING PROJECT, TEN PRINCIPLES OF 
SENTENCING ADVOCACY (2003) (listing, among other principles, that sentencing 
advocacy is “an exercise in problem-solving” and “opposes racial disparity and cultural 
bias”); see also James Tibensky, What a Sentencing Advocate Can Do in a Non-Capital 
Case, CORNERSTONE, Fall 2004, at 9 (problem-solving advocacy views the offense as “a 
problem for society, for the community, for the victim, for the court and for the 
defendant,” and attempts to craft a sentencing recommendation that benefits as many of 
those parties as possible). 
 
Practice note: In recent years, some defense attorneys have created mitigation or 
sentencing videos to show during sentencing hearings and plea negotiations. See Joe 
Palazzolo, Leniency Videos Make a Showing at Criminal Sentencings: Some Lawyers 
Supplement Letters of Support with Mini-Documentaries, Effectiveness is Debated, WALL 
STREET JOURNAL, May 29, 2014 (quoting assistant federal defender Doug Passon as 
stating that, when sentencing videos are introduced, “[t]he sentences are almost always 
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better than they would otherwise be”). Mitigation video pioneer and assistant federal 
public defender Doug Passon, who made his first sentencing video in 1995, observes that 
such videos can be effective at bridging cultural gaps between defendants and court 
actors. See Doug Passon, Using Mitigation Videos to Bridge the Cultural Gap at 
Sentencing, in CULTURAL ISSUES IN CRIMINAL DEFENSE 979, 981 (Linda Friedman 
Ramirez ed., 3d ed. 2010) (stating that criminal defense attorneys should make empathy 
the focus of sentencing presentations to “bridge the chasm of the cultural divide” and 
effectively convey the client’s circumstances to the judge, which may include poverty, 
abuse, mental illness, addiction, and other suffering;); see also Regina Austin, “Not Just a 
Common Criminal”: The Case for Sentencing Mitigation Videos (April 15, 2014) 
(University of Pennsylvania Law School Faculty Scholarship Paper). These videos may 
be particularly useful at illustrating circumstances such as the impoverished conditions of 
a defendant’s home or neighborhood, and may be a good way of introducing the voices of 
character witnesses who face difficulties coming to court or preparing a written statement 
on behalf of the defendant. While some film-makers charge between $5,000 and $20,000 
for producing such videos, it is possible for defenders or investigators to produce modest 
videos on their own. See Doug Passon, Using Mitigation Videos to Bridge the Cultural 
Gap at Sentencing, in CULTURAL ISSUES IN CRIMINAL DEFENSE 979, 996 (Linda Friedman 
Ramirez, ed., 3d ed. 2010). Examples of sentencing videos may be viewed online. See, 
e.g., Don Ayala Sentencing Documentary, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE, Sept. 1, 2010 
(sentencing video shown to a federal judge who ultimately imposed a term of probation 
on a defendant facing eight years in prison under federal sentencing guidelines for 
voluntary manslaughter).  
 
Presenting evidence aimed at obtaining a favorable sentence. Defendants are entitled 
to sentencing hearings, during which the formal rules of evidence do not apply. G.S. 
15A-1334. In a sentencing hearing, any evidence that a court deems to have probative 
value may be received. N.C. R. EVID. 1101(b)(3); see also State v. Brown, 320 N.C. 179, 
203 (1987) (“the touchstone for propriety in sentencing arguments is whether the 
argument relates to the character of the [defendant] or the nature [or circumstances of the 
crime”). The court must consider any evidence presented by the defendant of mitigating 
factors. Mitigating factors must be proven to the court by a preponderance of the 
evidence. G.S. 15A-1340.16(a); see State v. Knott, 164 N.C. App. 212 (2004) (refusal to 
allow defense counsel an opportunity to present evidence of mitigating factors constitutes 
plain error). Twenty specific mitigating factors are set forth in G.S. 15A-1340.16(e), and 
the statute also allows judges to find “[a]ny other mitigating factor reasonably related to 
the purposes of sentences.” G.S. 15A-1340.16(e)(21); see also G.S. 15A-1340.12 
(describing the purposes of sentencing). This “catch-all” provision gives defense 
attorneys creative freedom to raise concerns about race that may be related to sentencing, 
including the potential impact of structural racialization and implicit bias (discussed 
supra in Chapter 1) and any disparity that may have affected an earlier stage of the case 
(for example, the inability of the client to obtain pretrial release). The following are 
possible strategies for addressing at sentencing the cumulative effects of any racial 
disparities: 
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1. Explain how any hardships associated with the defendant’s racial, ethnic, or cultural 
background may support a reduced punishment. Some of the statutory mitigating 
factors, including successful completion of a drug treatment program, a positive 
employment history, or a defendant’s support of his or her family, may carry more 
weight when presented alongside the defendant’s struggles against racial barriers, 
poverty, or disadvantage. For example, in United States v. Decora, 177 F.3d 676 (8th 
Cir. 1999) and United States v. One Star, 9 F.3d 60 (8th Cir. 1993), the extreme 
difficulties of life on an Indian reservation, viewed alongside the defendants’ records, 
which included attributes such as community support, limited criminal history, and 
educational accomplishment, supported reduced sentences. 
 

2. In cases in which you are concerned that racial stereotypes may influence the 
sentence under consideration, incorporate a race-switching exercise into your 
argument at the sentencing hearing or invite the court to engage in a race-switching 
exercise. A race-switching exercise is a mental exercise that involves switching the 
race of the parties to determine whether race may have played a role in assessing the 
evidence. See supra § 8.6D, Jury Instructions; Cynthia Kwei Yung Lee, Race and 
Self-Defense: Toward a Normative Conception of Reasonableness, 81 MINN. L. REV. 
367, 482 (1996) (proposing race-switching jury instruction); James McComas & 
Cynthia Strout, Combating the Effects of Racial Stereotyping in Criminal Cases, THE 
CHAMPION, Aug. 1999, at 22, 24 (describing a case in which a judge noted “that he 
personally engaged in a race-switching exercise whenever he was called upon to 
impose sentence on a member of a minority race, to insure that he was not being 
influenced by racial stereotypes”). To avoid suggesting that the judge alone may be 
affected by implicit bias, counsel may wish to present this as an exercise for the entire 
courtroom. For example, counsel may posit: “All of us who work in the court system, 
the prosecutor and myself included, need to ask ourselves whether we would be doing 
or thinking anything different today if the defendant were White and/or the victim 
were Black; as members of the bar sworn to uphold the Constitution, we can’t allow 
race to play a role at sentencing.” 

 
3. Inform the judge of any cultural factors that may be relevant to an evaluation of 

defendant’s blameworthiness. For example, in one case, a Korean man argued for a 
downward departure from the federal sentencing guidelines on the basis that his 
upbringing in Korea caused him to believe that the money he provided to an Internal 
Revenue Service agent in the form of a bribe was legally and socially obligatory. 
United States v. Yu, 954 F.2d 951, 953 (3d Cir. 1992). 

 
4. Explain to the court how race may have affected earlier stages of the process in your 

client’s case, and that sentencing provides an opportunity to redress any taint. See, 
e.g., Placido G. Gomez, The Dilemma of Difference: Race as a Sentencing Factor, 24 
GOLDEN GATE U. L. REV. 357, 380 (1994) (arguing that race should be considered as 
a mitigating factor where it is likely that racial discrimination occurred at an earlier 
stage of the case); see also Traci Schlesinger, The Cumulative Effects of Racial 
Disparities in Criminal Processing, THE ADVOCATE, May 2008, at 22. For example, 
if you are able to show that a similarly situated White co-defendant was released 
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pretrial, completed drug treatment, and based on that treatment, received a reduced 
sentence, while your Black client was detained pretrial with no such opportunity to 
engage in productive activities, the judge may consider this as mitigating evidence. 
See also Charles J. Ogletree, Jr., The Death of Discretion? Reflections on the Federal 
Sentencing Guidelines, 101 HARV. L. REV. 1938, 1960 (1988) (arguing that “to help 
remedy the pervasive racial discrimination in our criminal justice system, judges 
should be given discretion to take into account an offender’s race as a mitigating 
factor”). 
 

5. Explain to the court whether your client’s prior criminal history may have been 
influenced by race. For example, in U.S. v. Leviner, 31 F. Supp. 2d 23 (D. Mass. 
1998), a federal judge imposed a reduced sentence on a Black defendant based on a 
finding that most of the defendant’s prior convictions arose out of traffic stops 
conducted by the Boston police, and that the unlawful practice of racial profiling may 
have contributed to his prior record. See supra § 2.2, Overview of Racial Profiling 
Concerns (discussing recent studies regarding racial disparities in traffic stops in 
North Carolina). 

 
6. Forecast for the judge—based on available statistics, your client’s history, and 

familiar anecdotes—the likely future your client faces if he or she receives the non-
incarcerative, community-based, or reduced sentence you seek, and contrast it with 
decreased life chances he or she faces if sentenced to lengthy incarceration. See 
Robert C. Kemp, III, Art of Sentencing (Feb. 15, 2013) (training material presented at 
New Felony Defender Training, 2013). For example, you could explain to the judge 
that a prison sentence will result in the loss of your client’s job, while a community or 
intermediate sentence will allow him to continue working and providing for his 
family. Additionally, you could present the court with evidence showing that 
recidivism rates are generally lower for probationers than for prisoners in North 
Carolina. NORTH CAROLINA SENTENCING AND POLICY ADVISORY 
COMMISSION, CORRECTIONAL PROGRAM EVALUATION: OFFENDERS PLACED ON 
PROBATION OR RELEASED FROM PRISON IN FISCAL YEAR 2008/09 27 (2012) (finding 
that probationers in FY 2008/2009 were less likely than people released from prison 
to be rearrested during both one-year and two-year follow up periods). Explain to the 
judge any concerns about any contemplated sentences that are in conflict with your 
client’s cultural values and individual characteristics. For example, a devout Muslim 
client may not succeed in a drug treatment facility that includes mixed gender 
treatment groups. 
 

7. Inform the judge of community-based alternative sentences that meet the needs of 
your client and address the problems underlying the crime of conviction. See North 
Carolina Office of Indigent Defense Services, Community Treatment and Resource 
Provider Directory, NCIDS.COM (last visited Sept. 22, 2014). Some judges may be 
reluctant to impose probationary sentences because they do not know of local 
programs for which the defendant is eligible. See Jamie Markham, County Resource 
Guide, N.C. CRIM. L., UNC SCHOOL OF GOV’T BLOG (September 26, 2013). You can 
preliminarily evaluate your client’s eligibility for programs and services and provide 
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information to the judge regarding such matters as the proximity of the proposed 
community-based program to the client’s home, available modes of transportation, 
and available spots for new participants. Knowledge of available, appropriate 
programs for which your client is eligible may, “in a close case, inform the judge’s 
decision between an active and probationary sentence.” Id. 

 
8. Stress to the judge the importance of taking into account the defendant's resources to 

avoid penalizing defendants who are poor, the majority of whom are racial minorities. 
For example, you may want to inform the judge of cases in which similarly situated 
defendants with private counsel have been able to craft desirable sentences funded by 
their own financial assets and argue that your client’s sentence should not depend on 
his or her resources. Additionally, if your case is one in which your client may be 
ordered to pay restitution, present records regarding financial hardship, e.g. 
foreclosure records, a spreadsheet reflecting income vs. expenses, bankruptcy 
documents, etc., since the judge must take the defendant’s ability to pay into 
consideration in ordering restitution. G.S. 15A-1340.36. 

 
9. Explain to the judge the particular concerns about disparities in certain contexts, such 

as marijuana charges, drug trafficking charges, habitual felon charges, and substantial 
assistance departures. Sources for such data include your own collected reports of 
offender data as well as statistics collected by the NCAJ’s Racial Justice Task Force, 
the Governor’s Crime Commission, and the Department of Public Safety. This type of 
information has been referred to as “social framework evidence,” and has been 
recognized as an important tool in mitigating the effects of race on criminal justice 
outcomes. THE SENTENCING PROJECT, REPORT OF THE SENTENCING PROJECT TO THE 
UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE REGARDING RACIAL DISPARITIES IN 
THE UNITED STATES CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (2013). Argue that evidence of 
disparities provides support for a reduced sentence, as recognized by the U.S. 
Supreme Court in Kimbrough v. United States, 552 U.S. 85 (2007) (upholding district 
court’s consideration of sentencing disparities as a basis for imposing a reduced 
sentence in a crack-cocaine case). 
 

10. Make a formal presentation of mitigating evidence—which may include testimony 
from the client and witnesses, school or employment records, and a defense 
sentencing memorandum—aimed at constructing an individualized narrative 
supporting your sentencing recommendation. This approach may counter the potential 
effects of implicit bias by distinguishing your client from potential stereotypes, 
promoting a closer examination of your client’s circumstances, and averting 
automatic or “snap” judgments. Jerry Kang et al., Implicit Bias in the Courtroom, 59 
UCLA L. REV. 1124, 1177 (2012).  

 
11. Provide the sentencing judge with evidence about implicit racial bias. Jonathan 

Rapping, Implicitly Unjust: How Defenders Can Affect Systemic Racist Assumptions 
1040 (Working Paper, January 16, 2014). Because of the wide range of permissible 
considerations at sentencing, defense attorneys should use the opportunity to point out 
“how subconscious bias can affect how judges sentence.” Id. This can be done by 
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directing judges to social science research on implicit biases and their potential 
influence on judges. Id.; see, e.g., Jeffrey J. Rachlinski et al., Does Unconscious 
Racial Bias Affect Trial Judges?, 84 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1195, 1221 (2009) (study 
that involved administering the Implicit Association Test to trial judges concluded 
that judges do, in fact, harbor implicit racial bias). 
 

12. Inform the judge about the connection between discretion and the operation of biases, 
including in evaluation of mitigating and aggravating factors. In the context of capital 
sentencing by juries, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized how the discretion involved 
in determining a criminal sentence provides “a unique opportunity for racial prejudice 
to operate but remain undetected.” Turner v. Murray, 476 U.S. 28, 35 (1986). For 
example, the Court explained that someone “who believes that blacks are violence 
prone or morally inferior might well be influenced by that belief in deciding whether 
petitioner’s crime involved . . . aggravating factors . . . [and] . . . might also be less 
favorably inclined toward petitioner’s evidence of mental disturbance as a mitigating 
circumstance. More subtle, less consciously held racial attitudes could also influence 
a juror’s decision in this case.” Id. Risks of implicit biases may be present when a 
defendant is subject to a discretionary sentencing determination by a judge. See, e.g., 
David S. Abrams et al., Do Judges Vary in Their Treatment of Race?, 41 J. LEGAL 
STUD. 347 (2012) (finding that judges differ in the degree to which race influences 
their decisions regarding whether to incarcerate a defendant); see also People v. 
Wardell, 595 N.E.2d 1148, 1155 (Ill. App. Ct. 1992) (just as the trial judge must 
“shield the jury from considering racially prejudicial remarks by the participants 
during trial, so also must the judge at sentencing safeguard against racial 
considerations”). 

 
13. Learn the prosecutor’s sentencing position before the sentencing hearing and devise a 

plan for responding to the aspects with which you disagree. If the prosecutor offers 
improper evidence during a sentencing hearing, object to the evidence as irrelevant to 
the purposes of sentencing. See G.S. 15A-1340.12; see also People v. Riley, 33 
N.E.2d 872, 875 (Ill. 1941) (sentencing judge “owes the same duty to the defendant to 
protect his own mind from the possible prejudicial effect of incompetent evidence 
that he would owe in protecting a jury from the same contaminating influence”).     

 
Presentence reports and sentencing plans. Where the preparation of a presentence 
report by a probation officer or a sentencing plan by a sentencing specialist is an option, 
defense attorneys should consider whether one of these options may benefit the client. 
See Jamie Markham, Presentence Reports and Sentencing Plans, N.C. CRIM. L., UNC 
SCHOOL OF GOV’T BLOG (August 27, 2010).  
 
When a probation officer prepares a presentence report, defense attorneys should be 
involved in the preparation of the report to the extent possible. Defendants and defense 
attorneys have a right to view any presentence report prepared by probation. G.S. 15A-
1333(b). Defendants should request to see any report before it is presented to a judge, and 
to have an opportunity to advocate to the preparer of the report for changes to any 
irrelevant or inaccurate content. While the preparation of presentence reports by 
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probation is permitted by statute, in practice, it rarely happens. NORTH CAROLINA
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS, PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATIONS FEASIBILITY
STUDY REPORT: SESSION LAW 2009-451, SECTION 19.14 (2010) (reporting that probation 
officers are rarely asked to prepare presentence reports, and that some superior and 
district court judges were unaware that existing law allowed for their preparation). 

When reviewing a presentence report, be alert to any depictions of your client in an 
unflattering or racially stereotypical manner. For example, in a qualitative study 
performed in a northwestern city, researchers found that probation officers’ assessments 
of motivations for offending differed by race in presentence reports in juvenile cases. In 
particular, the delinquency of Black youth was typically explained “as stemming from 
negative attitudinal and personality traits,” while delinquent behavior of White youth 
“stressed the influence of the social environment.” ASHLEY NELLIS ET AL., THE
SENTENCING PROJECT, REDUCING RACIAL DISPARITY IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM:
A MANUAL FOR PRACTITIONERS AND POLICYMAKERS 14 (2d ed. 2008). “Black youth 
were judged to be more dangerous, which translated into harsher sentences than for 
comparable white youth.” Id. 

As a result of the elimination of the statewide Sentencing Services program, which 
evaluated defendants for possible non-incarcerative sentences at the request of the 
defendant or the court, independent sentencing specialists are available to produce 
sentencing plans only in certain counties. Where such specialists are available, counsel 
must cite specific grounds for preparation of a plan and a judge must determine whether 
one is warranted, at a cost of $500 (paid by the Office of Indigent Defense Services). To 
find out if there is a sentencing specialist in or near your area who is available to be 
appointed by the court to prepare a sentencing plan, consult the Community Treatment 
and Resource Provider Directory, an online directory maintained by the Office of 
Indigent Defense Services. Regardless of whether a sentencing specialist is available in 
your area, you may apply to the court for funds to hire a mitigation specialist and offer 
information obtained by such a specialist to the court during sentencing. See Ex Parte 
Motion to Hire Mitigation Investigator, available at www.ncids.org (select “Training and 
Resources,” then “Motions Bank, Non-Capital”). 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that, in counties where sentencing specialists are available, 
defense attorneys tend to seek their services when the sentencing grid calls for an active 
or intermediate sentence, for assistance in structuring an appropriate intermediate 
sentence. The sentencing specialist’s plan generally will include detailed background 
information about the client, a risk assessment, and available treatment options. In some 
cases, the most useful function a sentencing specialist can serve is getting the client into a 
treatment program, which may be difficult for the defense attorney to arrange. Consult 
with the sentencing specialist for further details about the process and requirements for 
obtaining a sentencing plan. 
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If You Build It, They Will Come....
Creating and Utilizing a Meaningful Theory of Defense

by
Stephen P. Lindsay1

Introduction

So the file hits your desk.  Before you open to the first

page you hear the shrill noise of not just a single dog, but a

pack of dogs.  Wild dogs.  Nipping at your pride.  You think

to yourself “why me?”  “Why do I always get the dog cases?

It must be fate.”    You calmly place the file on top of the

stack of ever-growing canine files.  You reach for your cup

of coffee and seriously consider upping your membership in

the S.P.C.A. to angel status.  Just as you think a change in

profession might be in order, your co-worker steps in the

door -- new file in hand -- lets out a piercing howl, and says “this one is the dog of all dogs.  The

mutha of all dogs.”  Alas.  You are not alone.

Dog files bark because there doesn’t appear to be any reasonable way to mount a successful

defense.  Put another way, winning the case is about as likely as a crowd of people coming to watch

a baseball game at a ballpark in a cornfield in the middle of Iowa (Kansas?).  If you build it, they will



That combination of facts (beyond change) and law which in a common sense and emotional way leads a jury to conclude a
fellow citizen is wrongfully accused.

Tony Natale

One central theory that organizes all facts, reasons, arguments and furnishes the
basic position from which one determines every action in the trial.

Mario Conte

A paragraph of one to three sentences which summarizes the facts, emotions and legal basis for the citizen accused’s acquittal
or conviction on a lesser charge while telling the defense’s story of innocense or reduces culpability.

Vince Aprile

come...  And they came.  And they watched.  And they enjoyed.  Truth be known, they would come

again if invited -- even if not invited.  Every dog case is like a field of dreams.  Nothing to lose and

everything to gain.  Out of each dog case can rise a meaningful, believable, and solid defense.  A

defense that can win.  But as Kevin Costner’s wife said in the movie, [I]if all of these people are

going to come, we have a lot of work to do.”  The key to building the ballpark is in designing a

theory of defense supported by one or more meaningful themes. 

WHAT IS A THEORY AND WHY DO I NEED ONE?

Having listened over the last twenty years to some of the finest criminal defense attorneys

lecture on theories and themes, it has become clear that there exists great confusion as to what a

theory is and how it differs from supporting themes.  The words “theory” and “theme” are often used

interchangeably.  They are, though, very different concepts.  So what is a theory?  Here are a few

definitions:



  Although helpful, these definitions, without closer inspection, tend to leave the reader with

a “huh” response.  Rather than try and decipher these various definitions, it is more helpful to

compare them to find commonality.  The common thread within these definitions is that each

requires a theory of defense to have the same, three essential elements.

Common Thread Theory Components

1. Each has a factual component (fact-crunching/brainstorming);

2. Each has a legal component (genre);

3. And each has an emotional component (themes/archetypes).

In order to fully understand and appreciate how to develop each of these elements in the quest for

a solid theory of defense, it is helpful to have a set of facts with which to work.  These facts will then

be used to create possible theories of defense.

State v. Barry Rock, 05 CRS 10621 (Buncombe County)

Betty Gooden: Is a “pretty, very intelligent young lady” as described by the social worker

investigating her case.  Last spring, Betty went to visit her school guidance counselor introducing

herself and commenting that she knew Ann Haines (a girl that the counselor had been working with

do to her history of abuse by her uncle and recently moved to a foster home in another school district).

She said that things were not going well at home.  That her step-dad, Barry Rock was very

strict and would make her go to bed without dinner.  Her mother would allow her and her brother (age

7) to play outside but when Barry got home he would send us to bed.  She also stated that she got into

trouble for bringing a boy home.  Barry yelled at her for having sex with boys in their trailer.  This

morning Barry came to school and told her teacher that he caught her cheating – copying someone’s

homework.  She denied having sex with the boy or cheating.  She was very upset that she isn’t allowed

to be a normal teenager like all her friends.

The counselor asked her whether Barry ever touched her in an uncomfortable way.  She

became very uncomfortable and began to cry.  The counselor let her return to class to then meet again

later in the day with a police officer present.  At that time Betty stated that since she was 10, Barry

would tell her if she would do certain things he would let her open presents.  She explained how this

led to Barry coming into her room in the middle of the night to do things with her.  She stated that she

would try to be loud enough to wake up her mother in the room next door in the small trailer, but her

mother would never come in.  Her mother is mentally retarded and before marrying Barry had quite



This fact problem was developed by the Kentucky Department of Public Advocacy.2

a bit of contact with social services due to her weak parenting skills.  She stated that this has been

going on more and more frequently in the last month and estimated it had happened ten times.

Betty is an A and B student who showed no sign of academic problems.  After reporting the

abuse she has been placed in a foster home with her friend Ann.  She has also attended extensive

counseling sessions to help her cope.  Medical exams show that she has been sexually active.

Kim Gooden: is Betty’s 35 year old mentally retarded mother.  She is “very meek and introverted

person” who is “very soft spoken and will not make eye contact.”  She told the investigator she had

no idea Barry was doing this to Betty.  She said Barry made frequent trips to the bathroom and had

a number of stomach problems which caused diarrhea.  She said that Betty always wanted to go places

with Barry and would rather stay home with Barry than go to the store with her.  She said that she

thought Betty was having sex with a neighbor b oy and she was grounded for it.  She said that Betty

always complains that she doesn’t have normal parents and can’t do the things her friends do.  She is

very confused about why Betty was taken away and why Barry has to live in jail now.  An

investigation of the trailer revealed panties with semen that matches Barry.  Betty says those are her

panties.  Kim says that Betty and her are the same size and share all of their clothes.

Barry Rock: is a 39 year old mentally retarded man who has been married to Kim for 5 years and they

live together in a small trailer living off the Social Security checks that they both get due to mental

retardation.

Barry now adamantly denies that he ever had sex and says that Betty is just making this up

because he figured out she was having sex with the neighbor boy.  After Betty’s report to the counselor

Barry was interviewed for 6 hours by a detective and local police officer.  In this videotaped statement,

Barry is very distant, not making eye contact, and answering with one or two words to each question.

Throughout the tape the officer reminds him just to say what they talked about before they turned the

tape on.  Barry does answer yes when asked if he had sex with Betty and yes to other leading questions

based on Betty’s story.  At the end of the interview, Barry begins rambling that it was Betty that

wanted sex with him and he knew that it was wrong but he did it anyway.

Barry has been tested with IQ’s of 55, 57 and 59 over the last 3 years.  Following a

competency hearing, the trial court found Barry to be competent to go to trial. 2

The Factual Component of the Theory of Defense

The factual component of the theory of defense comes from brainstorming the facts.  More

recently referred to as “fact-busting,” brainstorming, is the essential process of setting forth facts that

appear in the discovery and through investigation.  It is critical to understand that the facts are

nothing more, and nothing less, than just facts during brainstorming.  Each fact should be written

down individually and without any spin.  Non-judgmental recitation of the facts is the key. Don’t

draw conclusions as to what a fact or facts might mean.  And don’t make the common mistake of

attributing the meaning to the facts given to them by the prosecution or its investigators. It is too



early in the process to give value or meaning to any particular fact.  At this point the facts are simply

the facts.  As we work through the other steps of creating a theory of defense, we will begin to

attribute meaning to the various facts. 

Judgmental Facts (wrong)

Barry was retarded

Betty hated Barry

Confession was coerced

Non-Judgmental Facts (right)

Barry had an IQ of 70

Barry went to Betty’s school and

went to her classroom

confronted her about lying

accused her of sexual misconduct

talked with her about cheating

dealt with her in front of her friends

Barry was questioned by several officers

Barry was not free to leave the station

Barry had no family to call

The questioning lasted 6 hours

The Legal Component of the Theory of Defense

Now that the facts have been developed, in a neutral, non-judgmental way, it is time to move

to the second component of the theory of defense – the legal component.  Experience, as well as

basic notions of persuasion, reveal that stark statements such as “self defense,” “alibi,” “reasonable



The genres set forth herein were created by Cathy Kelly, Training Director for the3

Missouri Pubic Defender’s Office.

doubt” and similar catch-phrases, although somewhat meaningful to lawyers, fail to accurately and

completely convey to jurors the essence of the defense.  “Alibi” is usually interpreted by jurors as

“he did it but has some friends that will lie about where he was.”  “Reasonable doubt” is often

interpreted as “he did it but they can’t prove it.”  Thus, the legal component must be more

substantive and understandable in order to accomplish the goal of having a meaningful theory of

defense.  By looking to Hollywood and cinema, thousands of movies have been made which have

as their focus some type of alleged crime or criminal behavior.  When these movies are compared,

the plots, in relation to the accused, tend to fall into one of the following genres:

 

1. It never happened (mistake, set-up);

2. It happened but I didn’t do it (mistaken identification, alibi,

set-up, etc.);

3. It happened, I did it, but it wasn’t a crime (self-defense,

accident, claim or right, etc.);

4. It happened, I did it, it was a crime, but it wasn’t this

crime (lesser included offense);

5. It happened, I did it, it was the crime charged, but I’m

not responsible (insanity, diminished capacity);

6. It happened, I did it, it was the crime charged, I am responsible,

so what?  (Jury nullification).3

The six genres are presented in this particular order for a reason.  As you move down the list, the

difficulty of persuading the jurors that the defendant should prevail increases.  It is easier to defend



a case based upon the legal genre “it never happened” than it is on “the defendant is not responsible”

(insanity).

Using the facts of the Barry Rock example, as developed through non-judgmental

brainstorming, try and determine which genre fits best.  Occasionally facts will fit into two or three

genres.  It is important to settle on one genre and it should usually be the one closest to the top of the

list thereby decreasing the level of defense difficulty. The Rock case fits nicely into the first genre

(it never happened) but could also fit into the second category (it happened but I didn’t do it).  The

first genre should be the one selected.

WARNING ! ! ! !

The genre is not the end of the process.  The genre is only a bare bones

skeleton.  The genre is a legal theory and is not the your theory of defense.

The genre is just the second element of the theory of defense and there is

more to come.  Where most lawyers fail in developing a theory of defense

is in stopping once the legal component (genre) is selected.  As will be seen,

until the emotional component is developed and incorporated, the theory of

defense is incomplete.

It is now time to take your work product for a test-drive.  Assume that you are the editor for

your local newspaper.  You have the power and authority to write a headline about this case.  Your

goal is to write it from the perspective of the defense, being true to the facts as developed through

brainstorming, and incorporating the legal genre that has been selected.  An example might be:



Rock Wrongfully Tossed From Home By Troubled Stepdaughter

Word choice can modify, or entirely change, the thrust of the headline.  Consider the headline with

the following possible changes:

“Rock” – Barry, Innocent Man, Mentally Challenged Man;

“Wrongfully Tossed” – removed, ejected, sent-packing, calmly asked to leave;

“Troubled” – vindictive, wicked, confused;

“Stepdaughter” – brat, tease, teen, houseguest, manipulator.

Notice that the focus of this headline is on Barry Rock, the defendant.  It is important to

decide whether the headline could be more powerful if the focus is on someone or some thing other

than the defendant.  Headlines do not have to focus on the defendant in order for the eventual theory

of defense to be successful.  The focus doesn’t even have to be on an animate object.  Consider the

following examples:

– Troubled Teen Fabricates Story For Freedom;

– Overworked Guidance Counselor Unknowingly Fuels False Accusations;

– Marriage Destroyed When Mother Forced to Choose Between Husband and Troubled

Daughter;

– Underappreciated Detective Tosses Rock at Superiors.

Each of these headline examples can become a solid theory of defense and lead to a successful

outcome for the accused.

The Emotional Component of the Theory of Defense

The last element of a theory of defense is the emotional element. The factual element and the

legal element, standing alone, are seldom capable of persuading jurors to side with the defense.  It

is the emotional component of the theory that brings life, viability and believability to the facts and



the law.  The emotional component is generated from two sources: archetypes and themes.

Archetypes

Archetypes, as used herein, are basic, fundamental corollaries of life which transcend age,

ethnicity, gender and sex.  They are truths that virtually all people in virtually all walks of life can

agree upon.  For example, few would disagree that when your child is in danger, you protect the

child at all costs.  Thus, the archetype demonstrated would be a parent’s love and dedication to their

child.

Other archetypes include: love, hate, betrayal, despair, poverty, hunger, dishonesty and anger.  Most

cases lend to one or more archetypes that can provide a source for emotion to drive the theory of

defense.  Archetypes in the Barry Rock case include:

– The difficulties of dealing with a step-child;

– Children will lie to gain a perceived advantage;

– Maternity/Paternity is more powerful than marriage;

– Teenagers can be difficult to parent.

Not only do these archetypes fit nicely into the facts of the Barry Rock case, each serves as a primary

category of inquiry during jury selection.

Themes

In addition to providing emotion through archetypes, primary and secondary themes should

be utilized.  



 

Recalling the O.J. Simpson case, a primary theme developed in the theory of defense and advanced

during the trial was “if it doesn’t fit, you must acquit.”  Other examples of primary themes include:

One for all and all for one; Looking for love in all the wrong places; Am I my brother’s keeper?

Stand by your man (woman?); wrong place, wrong time, wrong person; and when you play with fire

you are going to get burned.  Although originality can be successful, it is not necessary to re-design

the wheel.  Music, especially county/western music, is a wonderful resource for finding themes.

Consider the following lines taken directly from the chapters of Nashville:

TOP 10 COUNTRY/WESTERN LINES

10. Get your tongue outta my mouth cause I'm kissen' you goodbye.
 

9. Her teeth was stained, but her heart was pure.
 

8. I bought a car from the guy who stole my girl, but it don't run so we're even.

7. I still miss you, baby, but my aim's gettin' better.

6. I wouldn't take her to a dog fight 'cause I'm afraid she'd win.

5. If I can't be number one in your life, then number two on you.

4. If I had shot you when I wanted to, I'd be out by now.

A primary theme is a word, phrase or
simple sentence that captures the

controlling or dominant emotion of the
theory of defense.  The theme must be

brief and easily remembered by the
jurors.



Many thanks to Dale Cobb, and incredible criminal defense attorney from Charleston,4

South Carolina, who was largely responsible for assembling this list.

3. My wife ran off with my best friend, and I sure do miss him.

2. She got the ring and I got the finger.

1. She's actin' single and I'm drinkin' doubles.4

Primary themes can often be strengthened by incorporating secondary themes.  A secondary

theme is a word or a phrase used to identify, describe or label an aspect of the case.

Examples of Secondary or Sub-Themes

A person: “never his fault;”

An action: “acting as a robot;”

An attitude: “stung with lust;”

An approach: “no stone unturned;”

An omission: “not a rocket scientist;”

A condition: “too drunk to fish.”

There are many possible themes that could be used in the Barry Rock case.  Some examples

include:

– Blood is thicker than water;

– Bitter Betty comes a calling;

– To the detectives, interrogating Barry should have been like shooting fish in a barrel;

– Sex abuse is a serious problem in this country.  In this case it was just an answer.

– The extent to which a person will lie in order to feel accepted knows no bounds.



Creating The Theory of Defense Paragraph

Using the headline, the archetype(s)

identified, and the theme(s) developed, it is

time to write the theory of defense paragraph.

Although there is no magical formula for

structuring the paragraph, the adjacent template

can be useful.

The following examples of theory of defense paragraphs in the Barry Rock case are by no

means first drafts.  Rather, they have been modified and tinkered with to get them to this level.  They

are not perfect and can be improved.  However, they serve as good examples of what is meant by a

solid, valid and useful theory of defense.

Theory of Defense Paragraph Template

Open with a theme;
Introduce protagonist/antagonist;
Introduce antagonist/protagonist;
Describe conflict;
Set forth desired resolution;
End with theme.

Note that the protagonist/antagonist does not
have to be an animate object.

THEORY OF DEFENSE ONE

The extent to which even good people will tell a lie in order to be accepted by
others knows no limits.  “Barry, if you just tell us you did it this will be over and you can
go home.  It will be easier on everyone.”  Barry Rock is a very simple man.  Not because
of free choice but because he was born mentally challenged.  The word of choice at that
time was that he was “retarded.”  Despite these limitations Barry met Kim Gooden,
herself mentally challenged, and the two got married.  Betty, Kim’s daughter, was young
at that time.  With the limited funds from Social Security disability checks, Barry and Kim
fed and clothed Betty, made sure she had a safe home to live in, and provided for her
many needs.  Within a few years Betty became a teenager and with that came the
difficulties all parents experience with teenagers.  Not wanting to do homework, cheating
to get better grades, wanting to stay out too late, and experimenting with sex.  Being
mentally challenged, and only being a step-parent, Barry tried to set some rules - rules
Betty didn’t want to obey.  The lie that Betty told stunned him.  Kim’s trust in her
daughter’s word, despite Barry’s denials, hurt him even more.  Blood must be thicker than
water.  All Barry wanted was for his family to be happy like it was in years gone by.
“Everything will be okay Barry.  Just say you did it and you can get out of here.  It will
be easier for everyone if you just admit it.”



The highlighted portions in each of the examples denotes primary themes and secondary

themes – the emotional component of the theory of defense. The emotional component is

strengthened by describing the case in ways that embrace an archetype or archetypes (desperation

in the first example and shame towards parents in the second). It is also important to note that even

though each of these theories are strong and valid, the focus of each is from a different perspective

– the first focusing on Barry and the second on Betty. 

CONCLUSION

The primary purpose of a theory of defense is to guide the lawyer in every action taken during

trial.  The theory will make trial preparation much easier.  The theory will dictate how to select the

jury, what to include in the opening, how to handle each witness on cross,  what witnesses are

necessary to call in the defense case, and what to include and how to deliver the closing argument.

The theory of defense may never be shared with the jurors word for word.  But the essence of the

THEORY OF DEFENSE TWO

The extent to which even good people will tell a lie in order to be accepted by
others knows no limits.  Full of despair and all alone, confused and troubled Betty
Gooden walked into the Guidance Counselor’s office at her school.  Betty was at what
she believed to be the end of her rope.  Her mother and her step-father were mentally
retarded.  She was ashamed to bring her friends to her house.  Her parents couldn’t even
help her with homework.  She couldn’t go out as late as she wanted.  Her step-father
punished her for trying to get ahead by cheating.  He even came to her school and made
a fool of himself - NO.  Of her!!!  She couldn’t even have her boyfriend over and mess
around with him without getting punished.  Life would me so much simpler if her step-
father were gone.  As she waited in the Guidance Counselor’s office, Bitter Betty decided
there was no other option - just tell a simple, not-so-little lie.  Sex abuse is a serious
problem in this country.  In this case it was not a problem at all because it never
happened.  Sex abuse was Betty’s answer.  



theory will be delivered through each witness so long as the attorney remains dedicated and devoted

to the theory.  

In the end, whether you chose to call them dog

cases or view them, as I suggest you should, as a field of

dreams, cases are opportunities to build baseball fields,

in the middle of corn fields, in the middle of Iowa.  If you

build them with a meaningful theory of defense, and if you believe in what you have created, the

people will come.  They will watch.  They will listen.  They will believe.  If you build it, they will

come......



“DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE?”

Why Demonstrative Evidence Makes A Difference

Said a little lamb to a shepherd boy: “Do you hear what I hear?”  

If the Shepherd boy was like our jurors – probably not!

1

********************
By:

Stephen P. Lindsay

********************

INTRODUCTION

Some time ago, as winter was turning to spring,  I was traveling on Route 19-23 heading to

the far western reaches of North Carolina for a trial.  Christmas was a couple of months passed but

the peaks of the surrounding mountains remained snow-covered.  There was still a winter feeling in

the air.  I tried to concentrate on real business but kept drifting off into what some people refer to as

“la-la land,” that state of mind which lets you drive with precision even though your mind is

somewhere else.  I found myself humming a yuletide tune -- “Do You Hear What I Hear.”  Although

lyrics are by no means my strong suit, I started singing the following rendition:  “Said a little lamb
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to the shepherd boy, ‘do you hear what I hear?’”   At that very moment, for whatever reason, two

distinct thoughts came to my mind.  First, any ambition I had to become a singer was unquestionably

wishful thinking.  Second, and more importantly, if the shepherd boy was anything like our jurors,

he probably did not hear the same thing that the lamb heard.  However, the song goes on --- “Do you

see what I see?” For several reasons, the chances are much better that the little lamb and the shepherd

boy, although probably not hearing the same thing, did in fact see the same thing.  From these events

and observations comes an important lesson for those of us who are criminal defense litigators -- we

must do more than present mere testimony to our jurors.  We must find creative ways to present our

cases that will cause  jurors to do more than listen to testimony -- ways that will make them tap into

their various senses  -- while deciding the fates of our clients.

I have lectured on the use of demonstrative evidence in capital and non-capital litigation. 

There really isn’t that much difference.  However, I have seen a troublesome trend developing in

capital litigation to overlook the basic principles of non-capital case demonstrative evidence and over

emphasize things like  family history charts,  genographs, pressure charts, and various other visual

aids used to try and explain the testimony of “experts.”  These things can be powerful and should

continue to be used in capital trials, not in lieu of, but in addition to, more  traditional, non-capital

case  demonstrative evidence

There is no “cookie cutter” demonstrative evidence.  Each case is unique and provides for

unique opportunities to show jurors what you are talking about.  The ways of demonstrating your

points is limited only by your creativity (and occasionally a bothersome rule or judge that can

admittedly muck things up a bit).   That which follows is applicable to the trial of all cases – criminal

and civil – and is offered to hopefully rekindle the creative fires of all litigators. 
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The “Same Old - Same Old”

When it comes to demonstrative evidence, a majority of criminal defense lawyers get caught

in the trap of doing the "same old-same old."  Whether this stems from law school theoretical

teaching, from a far too intense focus on Imwinkelried’s “Evidentiary Foundations,”  from lawyers

repeating what they have "learned" watching other lawyers, or from the sheer comfort that goes along

with doing things the way they have always been done, wonderful opportunities to be incredibly

persuasive are regularly lost.  We must begin to be more creative with demonstrative evidence  in

our efforts to persuade jurors.  In the words of Ralph Waldo Emerson:

A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little
minds, adored by little statesmen and philosophers
and divines.  With consistency a great soul has simply
nothing to do ...  Speak what you think today in hard
words and tomorrow speak what tomorrow thinks in
hard words again, though it contradict everything you
said today.

Emerson’s quote summarizes the all-too-obvious.  When it comes to demonstrative evidence,

we must change our ways, try new things, and work out of the demonstrative evidence rut into which

many of us have fallen. The creative  use of demonstrative evidence affords criminal defense

attorneys numerous unique opportunities to become more powerful persuaders.  Furthermore,

preparing and presenting quality demonstrative evidence is not necessarily an expensive proposition..

What Is “Demonstrative Evidence?”

Black's Law Dictionary

Demonstrative Evidence:  That evidence addressed directly to
the senses without intervention of testimony.  Real ("thing") evidence
such as the gun in a trial of homicide or the contract itself in the trial
of a contract case.  Evidence apart from the testimony of witnesses
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concerning the thing.  Such evidence may include maps, diagrams,
photographs, models, charts, medical illustrations, X-rays.

This definition, although commonly used, reminds me of fishing from an ocean pier -- it gets

you out in the water a good way but it just doesn't go out far enough to let you fish for the big ones. 

Put another way, its good as far as it goes but lacks something to be desired.  If we limit ourselves

to defining demonstrative evidence in this manner (which I suggest is the way many of us tend to

view the matter), "demonstrative evidence" becomes nothing more than a synonym for "exhibit." 

However, there is much more to demonstrative evidence than those items which we mark with an

exhibit sticker, proffer to the court for introduction, and then pass to the jury.

The Definition We Must All Start Using

Demonstrative evidence is anything and everything, regardless
of whether admissible or even offered as evidence, including
attorney/client/witness demeanor in the courtroom, which tends to
convey to and evoke from the jurors a "sense impression" that will
benefit our case, whether through advancing our case in chief or
diminishing the prosecution’s case.  

By "sense impression" I mean everything which is  calculated to target, or is likely to affect,

the jurors' senses (i.e., sight, smell, hearing, touch).  This then empowers the jurors to give greater

appreciation to our clients’ defense(s) through interpreting

various testimony, evidence, and arguments in a particular

context which complements the themes and theory of our

defense.  In other words, our cases are like giant, roll-top desks

with many slots for information.  Some of these slots are
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marked for the prosecution and some for the defense.  The trial is a fight over getting jurors to place

evidence in particular slots.  Based upon our presentations, jurors will interpret evidence, assign

weight to it, and place it into one of the slots in the desk.  By effectively using demonstrative

evidence and tapping into the jurors’ sense impressions, our ability to get the jurors to place

particular evidence into our slots is markedly increased.

Rationale Underlying the Enhanced Persuasiveness of 

Demonstrative Evidence

 The trial of criminal cases continues to center around oral testimony.  However, the second-

hand sense impressions conveyed to jurors through verbal testimony have far less impact than the

same information conveyed through the creative use of demonstrative evidence. But what is it about

demonstrative evidence that gives it enhanced persuasiveness?  In the words of McCormick:

  "Since 'seeing is believing,' and demonstrative
evidence appeals directly to the senses of the trier of
fact, it is today universally felt that this kind of
evidence possesses an immediacy and reality which
endow it with particularly persuasive effect."

McCormick On Evidence § 212 (E. Cleary 2d ed. 1981).   Despite this rationale seeming all-too-

obvious, criminal defense lawyers tend to leave demonstrative evidence consideration until the last

minute, often times never getting around to creating or using demonstrative evidence at trial. 

We Must Start Making Better Use of Demonstrative Evidence Now

Criminal defense lawyers often fail to make use of demonstrative evidence to its potential. 

However, there is  no question but that demonstrative evidence is one of the MOST POWERFUL
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persuasion tools a criminal defense attorney has in his or her litigation arsenal.   Whether your

audience is a jury or the judge, the rationale is the same -- “seeing is believing.”  For the reasons that

follow, we must start changing our ways right now -- not tomorrow, next week, next month, or next

year. 

1. Diminishing Ability To Use Imagination: Back when I was a young lawyer, fresh out

of law school, attorneys seemed to depend on their abilities to sway jurors through verbal

gymnastics, fancy speeches, and a big dose of charisma during closing arguments.  Although

this Clarence Darrow-type approach worked for some lawyers, had they used more

demonstrative evidence, their defenses would have been better.  But in those times, the

general public was, and consequently our jurors were, a different crowd than they are now. 

a. Television Then And Now: Much of the change seen in the general

public has been brought about by the advancement of television.  Twenty years ago,

television was largely two-dimensional.  That is, the television shows that were being

watched tended to be black and white, included such shows as “I Love Lucy,” “The

Andy Griffith Show,” and “The Honeymooners,” and were filmed using one or two

cameras.  By using a limited number of cameras, the viewer was forced to fill in

various parts of the show that could not be seen.  For example, on the “Andy Griffith

Show,” when Opie was being lectured by Andy, the viewer could not always see

what Aunt Bee was doing.  The viewer created his or her own version of what Aunt

Bee was doing in the background.  One viewer might have concluded that Aunt Bee

was smirking, another that she was laughing, and yet another that she was
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sympathetic.  This required the viewer to use his or her own imagination to fill in the

blanks.  Now to be sure, most viewers probably came up with about the same

conclusion because the structure of the program pushed them in that direction.  The

important thing was, and is, that the viewers made use of their imaginations.

Today, though, television has become multi-dimensional.  Programs are

filmed using ten or fifteen cameras giving the viewer a complete perspective of

everything that is going on.  There is little room, if any room at all, for the viewer to

make use of his or her imagination.  

b. Music And The MTV Generation: Not only has television gone hi-

tech, but so too has the world of music.  I think back to my early years and remember

how we listened to music on the radio, on our record players, and ultimately on 8-

Track tapes.  Occasionally  we would get to see the artists perform on television,

usually on American Bandstand.  There were no music video versions to watch.  As

a result, each listener used his or her imagination to decide what the song was about

-- what the words actually meant.  I can recall a time when one of my friends and I

had a big disagreement about one of the popular songs by Bread.  I thought the lyrics

went “and taking them all for granted.”  He thought the lyrics were “and taking them

off of branches.”  Needless to say, the two of us had extremely different opinions as

to what the song actually meant.  At least, though, we were using our imaginations.

Today the music industry has gone almost exclusively to the music video.  A

significant portion of the general public is tuned into MTV or its equivalent.  The

result is that, as with television, the listeners (viewers) are told what the song means,
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in vivid color, with stereophonic sound, and from every available camera angle. 

With nothing left for the imagination, there is little room for disagreement over what

the lyrics actually say.  Consequently, there seldom are differences of opinion about

what a particular song means.  Most importantly, though, there presently  are very

few opportunities for the general public to tap into their imaginations.

c. The General Public Is Our Jury Pool: T h e  v i e w e r s  o f  m o d e r n

television and the listeners to modern music and MTV are the same people who serve

as our jurors.  The younger ones will be our jurors of the future.  Because the general

public is now being media-trained to avoid using imagination, we, as lawyers, must

work harder than we used to when attempting to persuade jurors in the courtroom. 

One of the best answers to this problem is to use demonstrative evidence to tap into

the imaginations and sense impressions of jurors in ways we can’t possibly do with

just our charm, our charisma, and our fancy words.

2. Prosecutor’s Have Figured It Out:  The second reason we must start using

demonstrative evidence right now is that prosecutors have figured out the power and

persuasiveness of demonstrative evidence and are actively using it against us.  In a recent

capital murder case in my home town, a man was on trial for the kidnaping,  rape, and

ultimate murder of a young woman.  He randomly selected her while she was out jogging,

abducted her, took her to a remote place in the woods, tied her to a tree, then eventually took

her life.  The jury did not deliberate long at the guilt/innocence phase, finding the defendant
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guilty of first degree murder.  During the trial, the prosecutor brought in the actual tree to

which the victim had been tied.  During her penalty phase closing argument, the prosecutor

bound herself to the tree and talked from the perspective of the victim in her final moments

of life. The jury seemed to hardly hesitate in returning a death sentence.  Compelling?  Yes. 

Did it change the outcome?  Maybe.  Was it persuasive?  ABSOLUTELY!  And it was

persuasive in a way mere words could not have as effectively conveyed.  This is what

prosecutors are doing in today’s litigation arena.  We simply cannot wait any longer to at

least even the scales.

Some Creative Suggestions Given Limited Budgets

Some time ago, attorney Jon Sands, Assistant Federal Public Defender from Phoenix,

Arizona, and I together presented a lecture on demonstrative evidence.  I had been giving a

presentation entitled “Demonstrative Evidence: Perspectives, Pointers, and your Pocketbooks.”  Jon

had been doing one called “Guerilla Warfare Demonstrative Evidence.”  We combined these

presentations and the following are some excerpts.

 

Very few of us have the opportunity to represent wealthy clients.  As a result, most of us have

very limited budgets when it comes to trial preparation.  With limited budgets it becomes necessary

to find ways to create quality demonstrative evidence that isn’t too expensive -- “on the cheap” as

Jon would say.  Here are some ideas for demonstrative evidence which are inexpensive, easy to make

and can be persuasively used in trial:
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1. Diagrams:  Use of diagrams is a wonderful way to get you up out of your seat,

away from your podium and close to the jury.  In that many jurisdictions require counsel to

either remain at counsel table or at a podium, anything you can do to get away from these

locales and closer to the jury must be exploited.  Diagrams are an excellent way to do this. 

I have found that you can make diagrams for less than ten dollars.  If you need a diagram that

shows the floor plan of a house or building, use your computer.  In the Windows program,

under the "Accessories" section you will find a program called "Paintbrush" or “Paint.”

Through this program you can create small versions of floor plans which can then be

enlarged and mounted at your local print shop.  If you have a color printer, you can even use

colors which are easily enlarged with a color copier (slightly more expensive).  

You will find, though, that the end-product created out of “Paintbrush” is a bit rough

around the edges.  For about twenty-to-thirty dollars, you can purchase an architectural, home

design program for your computer.  These programs allow you to lay out floor plans to scale,

include furnishings which you can place in various locations, and even allow you to add

decks, swing sets, and landscaping.  The program I use was a close-out and cost about seven

dollars.  The end product is extremely professional, is relatively easy and quick to prepare,

and is an inexpensive addition to your trial preparation materials which can be used over and

over again.

Diagrams also give you the opportunity to have a witness tell his or her story more

than once.  The more times the witness’ version of the events is told, the more likely the jury
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is to believe what is said.  Use a funnel approach to diagrams.  First use one showing a large

area, then a second one using a smaller section of the first, then end up with one that focuses

on the relevant location (i.e., neighborhood, house plan, room).  This gives you and the

witness multiple, legitimate opportunities to repeat the witness’ version of the events.

Protect Your Diagrams: Prosecutors will often attempt to undermine your diagrams

in a variety of ways.  You must do what you can to protect the integrity of your evidence. 

Prosecutors often mark up our exhibits and leave the exhibits looking like a doodle pad.  This

is easily avoided through purchasing (at little cost) a sheet of clear plastic which you attach

to your diagram following direct examination.  Fasten it down forcing the prosecutor and his

or her witnesses to mark on the plastic.  Once done, you can remove the plastic and

effectively use the diagram in closing without the distraction of the various  markings made

by the prosecutor and his or her witnesses.

Jon Sands uses PAM vegetable spray on his diagrams.  He puts “Velcro” on the

diagram where he wants to affix something.  He then sprays the diagram with PAM.  The

magic of this is that you can’t write on a diagram sprayed with PAM.  The prosecutors

usually don’t have “Velcro” and when they try and write on the diagram the ink beads up. 

Even if the prosecutor does have some “Velcro,” it doesn’t stick to the PAM-covered

diagrams either.

2. Make Use of Art Students:  I have had great success in using local art students

to create demonstrative evidence.  Most of these people will want little or no money to
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produce the work product -- usually they are so enamored with being involved in a criminal

case that they will work for free.  Have them produce their work then have it enlarged and

mounted which will cost only a few dollars.  The work product is attractive, usable, and

uniquely different than anything you will see the prosecutor bring out.

3. Use Architect And Engineering Students: As with art students, these students

will work cheap or for free.  They can build models for you of just about anything.  Houses

and other buildings can be reproduced to scale.  Models are impressive to use in the

courtroom and are extremely helpful in demonstrating various points of your case to the jury.

4. Use Color Photocopies:  Many of your photographs will be small.  The cost

of enlarging photographs into bigger photographs is significant. Take your small photos to

the copy center and get them to do a color enlargement and mount these on a foam board. 

An enlargement from a snap shot to an 8 by 10 is about two dollars compared to the

approximate fifteen-to-twenty dollars necessary to do a photo-to-photo enlargement. Given

today's technology, the quality of photocopy enlargements is quite good.  You can also scan

the photos into your computer and enlarge them that way.  Projecting them onto a screen is

also a good idea.

5. Make Slides From Photos: Many of us use Power Point or Corel

Presentations.  Once you scan your photos, you can create a program to show them in a

certain order.  Turn down the lights, and show them to the jury.  Often times the impact of
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a slide is much greater than a photograph.  Juries love it when you turn down the lights. 

There is also the added benefit that each juror will be taking in the information at the same

time and under the same conditions.  Think of what happens when a photograph is passed

to the jury.  Each juror looks at it separately while the judge is saying ‘move along

counselor.’  The case keeps moving, other evidence which may be important is being offered,

and the jury is called upon to look at the photo and also take in everything else.  Slides make

them do but one thing at a time -- look at the slides.

Using slides can also be justified to the trial judge as a “time-saving” procedure.  If

the witness has several photos to go through, put them in a single photo album.  Have the

witness identify each photo then offer the album into evidence.  Advise the judge that there

is only one set and rather than take the time for each juror to go through the album, you have

made slides of each picture and they are merely copies of the actual exhibit.  Then dim the

lights, go through the slides one at a time as the witness describes what is being shown.

6. Make Use of Overhead Projector: If you don’t have the funds for a computer

and a projector to show your pictures via Power Point, go back to basics and find an

overhead projector.  You can probably find one in an antique store for about twenty dollars. 

Most copy machines will allow you to reproduce something onto acetate for use on an

overhead projector.  This is cheap and gives you an opportunity to get a lot of bang for your

buck out of various aspects of the trial.  I have used this for comparing the testimony of a

witness at trial to that which he/she has said on an earlier occasion.  Copy both, juxtaposition
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the two and put them up on the overhead.  Show the jury how the two differ.  The fact that

a witness has blown hot and cold is brought home much more effectively if you show them

as opposed to just telling them.  During closing use the witness' plea agreement comparing

it to how he/she testified about having no expectations from providing testimony.  You might

want to put the relevant jury instructions on credibility up if you plan to talk with the jury

about a particular witness' testimony.  Many court reporters have the ability to down-load the

daily testimony onto disk.  You can then put it on your computer, print it out, and copy it to

an overhead for use during cross examination, argument to the court, or closing argument to

the jury.  

7. Paint Chips: Paint chips are the sample colors you get from your paint store. 

Wal-Mart has them, K-Mart has them, they are easy to get hold of and they are free.  The

value of the paint chip is found in cross examination of an occurrence witness.  Your client

was apprehended driving a blue car.  The witness who saw the incident says the bad guy was

driving a blue car.  On its face, and with nothing more, you have a problem here.  By using

paint chips you can approach the witness and say:

Mrs. Smith, you said the car you saw was blue.  Was it closer to this blue or to this
blue?

By doing this, and you can do it over and over using various blue colors, you force the

witness to select between options and make choices.  This can create the appearance of

uncertainty.  It certainly makes the point that “blue” can mean a lot of things.  The witness

whose testimony was damaging is softened a bit.  Paint chips can also be used with skin
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tones.  For example:

Officer Jones, the store clerk told you the robber was a black man.  Did you
understand the clerk to mean his skin tone was closer to this color or to this color...

When you do the skin tone, paint chip cross with your police officer have him or her come

down in front of the jury with his/her back to the defendant.  When you start using the paint

chips, nine times out of ten the police officer will peak over his or her shoulder to look at the

defendant.  This is a wonderful time to say “no cheating now.”  The point is brought home

that even the officer isn’t sure, and the point is brought home demonstratively, powerfully,

and persuasively. Even if the officer does not sneak a peak, you can still say to the officer

“now don’t peek.”  

8. Modern Technology Isn't Always Good:  One of the neatest contraptions to

come on the market is the laser pointer.  If you are in a jurisdiction where you are required

to remain by a podium or at counsel table, laser pointers give the judge a basis to prevent 

you from moving up towards the jury because it can be used from across the room.  The

wooden pointer, on the other hand, puts you in a position where you must be allowed to

move to the diagram, which if strategically placed by you near the jury, gives you the

opportunity to move around in the courtroom.  In addition, computers can crash.  You must

have a back-up plan in the event your computer refuses to cooperate with you in the

courtroom.
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Non-Evidence Demonstrative Evidence

By defining "demonstrative evidence" as I have suggested,  anything you do in the courtroom

which is calculated to demonstrate something, even if an exhibit sticker is never affixed, or even if

it is not formally offered, is necessarily included.  At a very basic level, non-evidence demonstrative

evidence includes how you dress, how you act, react, or respond, and your overall attitude. 

However, the concept of non-evidence demonstrative evidence goes much farther, as illustrated by 

the following ideas and pointers.

1. What’s Good For The Goose...: In almost every criminal trial, the prosecutor

will ask a witness something along these lines:

-  Mr. Jones, do you see the person who robbed you in the courtroom?

-  Would you describe for the jury what he is wearing?

-  Your Honor, could the record reflect that the witness has identified the defendant.

Maybe I’m just getting tired of hearing this line of questioning.  However, it occurred

to me that “what’s good for the goose is good for the gander.”  Now whenever I have a snitch

on the stand who I am cross examining, I include the following line of questioning:

- Sluggo, you met with the district attorney to cut a deal.

- That district attorney is in the courtroom.

- Describe for the jury what that district attorney is wearing.

- Your Honor, I ask that the record reflect that Sluggo has identified prosecutor
Jonathon Johanson, this man right here, as being the person who cut the deal with
him.
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This process is intended to do two things.  First, continue to establish Sluggo’s “yuck” factor.

Second, spread Sluggo’s “yuck” factor onto the prosecutor.  There is  also the additional

benefit that doing this is incredibly fun.

2. Observe Witness Demeanor:  Through discovery or otherwise, you will likely

know the probable substance of what a witness will say on the stand.  However, until you

actually get the witness on the stand, you will likely have little idea as to how the witness

will testify.  By this I mean that witness demeanor is something you will have to analyze

quickly.  Sometimes you can find a gem and use it demonstratively during your cross.  For

example, in a sex offense case where you suspect the child is being coached by his or her

parent, when the child is testifying, position yourself between the child and the parent/coach. 

You will find that the child and/or the parent will move to maintain eye contact.  Keep

repositioning yourself and force them to do this over and over again.  The jury will catch on

and before long the jury will look like the gallery at a tennis match -- left, right, left, right,

turning first to the child and then to the parent/coach.  The point is brought home that the

child is being coached.  However, nowhere in the trial transcript will that which was so

persuasive be revealed.   

3. Make Quantity Testimony Visual: Find ways to make important quantities

visual.

a. Quantity and Liquids:  We often have witnesses testify who admit,

either on direct or on cross, that they had been drinking at the time they
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supposedly observed that to which they are now testifying.  If the witness

says he or she had consumed about a case of beer that night, bring in a case

of beer, count out the cans or bottles with the witness in front of the jury. Use

the cans demonstratively in closing argument to again bring home the point

that the witnesses, by his or her own admission, had “this much alcohol to

drink.”  The impact is much greater if you show quantities as opposed to just

talk about them.

b. Quantity and Size:   Sometimes there is an issue in our case about the

size of something.  For example, if your client is charged with breaking into

a pinball machine and stealing $125.00, try and establish through the various

witnesses that the defendant, who they say they saw leaving the area, didn’t

have anything in his hands, had no bulges under his shirt, his pockets or his

clothing.  Then go to the bank and get $125.00 worth of quarters.  Show the

jury the size of that much money.  Thump it down on counsel table

demonstrating its weight.  The bottom line then becomes it could not have

been your client or there would have been some evidence of this large, heavy

amount of money in his possession. 

c. Lack of Quantity in Rape Cases: In some rape cases, your defense will

be, in essence, this was not rape it was regret.  Establish through the

investigating officers that they examined every article of the victim’s

clothing.  Show that the detailed investigation, using microscopes and

magnifying glasses, revealed that not a thread was loose, not a button torn
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free, not a zipper out of line. Use the physician to show that no evidence of

trauma was found.  Make two boxes to use in closing argument. Label one

“Regret” and the other “Rape.”  With the jury, go through each item of

clothing, as well as the other physical evidence.   Make sure to point out that

each piece of evidence could support the conclusion that sex occurred but that

nothing about the evidence supports the conclusion that there was any force

used or rape.  When you have finished talking with the jurors about each

piece of evidence, place each item in the box marked “Regret.”  You are

creating a full box marked “Regret” versus an empty box marked “Rape”

thereby showing in a quantitative way that all of the evidence points to

innocence.  Attorney Sheila Lewis with the New Mexico Public Defender’s

Office in Santa Fe tells me that she used this idea in one of her cases and

when she mistakenly started to place an item of evidence in the “Rape” box,

one of the jurors corrected her.

4. Aural Demonstrative Evidence: Getting jurors to listen to things other than mere

testimony can also be particularly persuasive.  Again using an example provided by Jon

Sands, in a sexual assault case, Jon subpoenaed the bed on which the sexual assault had

allegedly occurred.  His investigation had revealed that many people were at home when this

supposedly happened, were each in close proximity to the bed, and the bed had extremely

squeaky springs.  He introduced the bed into evidence then made his closing argument to the

jury while sitting on the bed, bouncing up and down, making the bed squeak loudly. Jon’s
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point was brought home perfectly -- listen to all of the noise that must have been made.  Had

a sexual assault occurred, the squeaking bed would have been heard by someone else in the

house.  No one heard it therefore it did not happen.  

The aural senses of jurors can also be tapped into by using BB’s and a metal bowl or

galvanized pail.  I use this in cases which center on fingerprints.  We have all had cases like

this where our client has been identified as the culprit but the identification is somewhat

shaky.  The strongest evidence against the defendant is that his fingerprint is found at the

crime scene.  In that the science of fingerprints is based upon similarities, not differences,

and the examiners generally quit once they have found anywhere from six to twelve points

of identification, there remains some 150 points of identification that are never discussed by

the “expert.”  In closing argument you can ask the jurors to close their eyes and listen.  

- This case boils down to whether this fingerprint is in fact the defendant’s.

- But we know so little about the print.  All we know is that it is supposedly the same 
in six places.  (Slowly drop six BB’s into the pail, one at a time).

- But there are some two-hundred places we know nothing about.  (Slowly pour 150
BB’s into the pail).

- I don’t know how you define reasonable doubt, but I’d say you just heard it.

The impact of the differences in the two sounds is incredible.  You can use the BB’s

in the pail in any situation where you have a large quantity versus a small quantity. 

Experiment with different types of pails.  Some make better sounds than others.  Although

I started using BB’s, I now use steel shot pellets which you can get in any sporting goods
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store.  Steel shot is heavier and makes a louder noise when the pellets hit the pail.

5. Humanize Your Client: Find ways to make jurors conclude that the defendant is a real

person, possessed of life, emotion, and feelings.  Especially in death cases, it is imperative to do

more than just have witnesses tell about their past experiences with the defendant.  When the football

coach testifies that the defendant was on his team, find and use a photograph of the defendant in

uniform.  If he got a trophy, find it and use it at trial.  Perhaps the best example of humanizing the 

defendant comes from Attorney Bryan Stevenson  who tells a  story that goes something like this:

In a little town in the South, a man was on
trial for his life.  The odds were already stacked
against him for he was black and his victim was a
young white woman.  The evidence of guilt was
strong and the jury didn’t take long to convict him
of first degree murder.  At the sentencing hearing
the defense called the man’s third grade teacher. 
The teacher was an elderly, white-haired woman,
having taught the young man some twenty-years
before.  She took the stand and told the jury how 
she had been impressed with the defendant when he
was her student.  She described how he had promise

 but that she instinctively knew it would never be achieved for he had come from a
family that hadn’t placed much emphasis on education.  She recalled how one day
she had taught his class how to make Gods eyes -- two sticks crossed over around
which yarn of different colors is woven.  A few days later, on her way to her car after
school, she heard the pitter patter of little feet running after her and felt a tug on her
skirt.  She turned around and saw it was the young defendant.  In his hand was a
Gods eye -- one he had made for her in his home, at his kitchen table, using  his yarn. 
She described to the jury how this had touched her deeply.  Then she reached into her
pocketbook, pulled out the Gods eye and said “I have kept it with me ever since.”

The teacher’s testimony by itself was powerful.  However, by bringing out the Gods

eye and showing it to the jury,  an even more powerful and persuasive message was conveyed
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to the jury -- the sincerity of this woman became unquestionable.  That the young man had

goodness somewhere inside him was established.  No exhibit sticker was affixed to the Gods

eye but it was probably the most powerful and persuasive piece of evidence presented by the

defense.  I’m told the jury spared this man’s life.

CONCLUSION

When it comes to demonstrative evidence, the sky is the limit.  Not every technique of

demonstrative evidence has been discovered and used, and the techniques that have been used can

always be done differently and better..  Evidence is important because it means something.  Virtually

all evidence can present more than one meaning.  Constantly evaluate the evidence in your case to

see not only how it might be perceived by the prosecution.  If other meanings are helpful to your

case, create ways to demonstrate those to the jury.  Don't be confined to “the same old - same old,”

what other attorneys regularly do, or what you comfortably feel will be accepted without controversy. 

Be bold and creative -- make better use of that incredibly persuasive weapon in your litigation

arsenal -- demonstrative evidence. 
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